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Readers Survey
Tell us what you like about DUET and 
what improvements you would like to 
see. Take part in our readers survey 
and stand to win attractive prizes!

2 LUCKY WINNERS 
– 1 male and 1 female – 

will walk away with a 
SPORTSline Dual Use Heart Rate 

Monitor Watch. 

There are also 

10 pairs of $20 

CapitaVouchers 

to be won!

CLOSING DATE FOR SURVEY:  

31 July 2012

We hope to hear from you. 
Please help us to serve you better.

1. This survey is open to ALL registered SDN users.
2. Registration is FREE! Simply register for an account at www.sdn.sg
3. Upon approval of your account, login to www.sdn.sg with your 

SingPass and fi ll up the survey form.

LOGIN TO WWW.SDN.SG TODAY!

l o
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In my view, DUET opens the door to the wide 
world of dating. For one, the “Animal Passions” 
article in the Jan-Mar issue got me interested 
in joining the Voices of Animals group to meet 
fellow singles who are animal lovers. And with 
the fun activities lined up in your Events calendar, I’m 
happy to say I will be lonely no more. I also look forward to tips on how shy 
girls can take the initiative in approaching guys. Thank you for making DUET 
stand out from other publications — it is always written and edited with love.
Lynn Loh  

Congratulations Lynn. You’ve won yourself a $50 Takashimaya 
voucher and a limited-edition Risis Decision Maker. 

We want to hear from you!WeW

WRITE IN TO US
letters

In less than 100 words, tell us what you think of this 
DUET issue. The best letter will get $50 worth of 
Takashimaya vouchers and a limited edition Risis 
Decision Maker. 
Email us at chua_hwee_khoon@mcys.gov.sg, together 
with your name, NRIC, contact number and address 
before 30 April 2012 (Subject: DUET letters).

I simply love the previous issue of 
DUET! I showed my partner the 
“Ask the Panel” section. The advice 
given on how a couple should 
manage fi nances to help pay for 
a wedding and HDB fl at helped 
to provide us with some direction 
with regards to our future plans. 
The Events section is also great for 
date ideas. I have defi nitely started 
planning more romantic dates to 
surprise my partner! 
Chua Shi Shi 
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I’m planning to get married in three years’ time. How should I plan my fi nances so that I 

have enough money to pay for my wedding and HDB fl at? How much should I set aside 

for the downpayment of a four-room HDB fl at?

S H A R E *A  F R E S H  P E R S P E C T I V E 

askthepanel

See things in a 

different light. 

We gather 

three different 

perspectives for 

fi nancial tips. 

For enquiries, visit www.hdb.gov.sg

Buying a fl at involves a big fi nancial 

and long-term commitment. Young 

couples buying their fi rst fl ats 

should budget for fl at purchase by 

considering their ability to pay and 

their fi nancing options.

Work out your budget

Young couples should ask themselves 

these questions before searching for 

their prospective fl at: 

1. What is our budget? 

2. How much should we spend on 

our fi rst fl at?

3. Where do we get our money?

Calculate the upfront cash payment 

required before buying a fl at. Check 

if your CPF savings are suffi cient to 

pay for the minimum downpayment 

and the stamp/legal fees. Any shortfall 

means more cash top-up.

Know how much to pay

It is important to know your monthly 

household income, living expenses 

and fi nancial obligations, such as 

car and education loans. This helps 

you to ascertain how much cash you 

need to service the monthly mortgage 

instalments on top of your monthly 

CPF contribution.

There is a common misconception 

that after paying for the downpayment, 

you can use the balance CPF savings 

to pay your monthly mortgage 

instalments. HDB requires fl at buyers 

to use all available CPF savings for 

their fl at purchase before granting 

them a loan. Hence, fl at buyers must 

have suffi cient and regular income to 

service a monthly loan.

Owning a fl at also means additional 

housing related expenses, eg. property 

tax, service and conservancy charges, 

home protection insurance, fi re 

insurance, utility bills, renovation loan, 

etc. Do take these into account when 

working out your sums.

Financing Options 

Before buying a fl at, you will need to 

know your fi nancing options and the 

eligibility conditions. Find out if you 

are eligible for any CPF housing 

grant to complement your cash and 

CPF savings.

If you intend to apply for a 

HDB loan, you should submit your 

application before searching for a fl at. 

For ease of mind, check your loan 

eligibility with HDB or the banks. The 

maximum loan amount is based on 

your fi nancial standing and not the 

price of the fl at.

Do note that variable components 

of income, such as overtime pay, 

cannot be considered for credit 

assessment. Stability and regularity 

of income source are important 

considerations in qualifying for a loan.

Tip: Check out the e-calculator at 

www.hdb.gov.sg (under e-Services) 

to help in your fi nancial planning.

Tip: Only fl at applicants’ incomes are 

considered for credit assessment. Do 

not include your parents’ incomes to 

estimate the loan amount that you 

may qualify for even if they are stated 

as “occupiers”.

Tip: For those who can afford it, 

you may want to save on interest 

payments by opting to repay the 

loan over a shorter period.

Alan Tern

CELEBRITY

As part of planning your fi nances, understand your 

spending habits. Start keeping track of your expenses 

with iPhone mobile application, such as SpendingLite. 

Discuss your budget with your fi ance/fi ancée, 

taking into account your needs and family 

expectations. Prioritise which categories of 

expenditure the two of you are willing to cut in order 

to save at least 30% of your salary. The three-year time 

frame is realistic and achievable for a couple.

Couples are happiest when they are not 

overburdened fi nancially, so know your limits. Opt for a 

new HDB fl at if possible, as the initial fi nancial burden 

is a lot lighter, since the downpayment is lower and 

there is no Cash-Over-Valuation (COV). As daunting as it 

may be to look at the fi gures to save, it is an opportunity 

to grow a stronger bond with your fi ance/fi ancee; the 

commitment it takes will form the foundation of a 

lasting marriage. 

Couples will also need to prepare for renovation 

and wedding expenses. The latter includes gowns, 

photography and miscellaneous items, such as the 

dowry and hongbaos. It is the lifelong marriage of two 

individuals — not the wedding day itself — that is more 

important. There is no point in having a costly fairytale 

wedding if it puts a fi nancial strain on the marriage. 

As far as my wife Priscelia and I are concerned, we 

will not borrow money just to have an excessively 

lavish wedding.

Kaelyn Hong Shaojun 

FINANCIAL PLANNER

While it only takes a second to say “yes”, it takes a 

couple of years to save up for the big day. 

The current 10% downpayment required for a 

new HDB fl at, the stamp and legal fees, can be paid 

both in CPF money and cash if you are taking up a 

housing loan from HDB. 

Assuming both of you have a combined cash 

savings of $10,000 and combined CPF money of 

$20,000, each individual will need to save at least 

$629 per month for the next three years to prepare 

for the big day, considering an investment rate of 

return of 1% per annum. Refer to the table below for 

an estimated calculation of the costs involved.

As a three-year period is considered short-term, there 

is no single fi nancial instrument that will provide high 

returns with relatively low risk to achieve the fi nancial 

goal. Therefore, it is advisable to start saving early. 

ESTIMATED COSTS

10% downpayment for a 4-room 

new HDB fl at* (average purchase 

price of $280,000)

about $28,000

Stamp and legal fees

about $5,000

Renovation and Furnishing
min $18,000

Wedding Banquet/Reception
min $20,000

Bridal Package, Photographer and 

Videographer

min $4,000

Honeymoon (short trip to Bali/

Phuket for 2 pax)

min $1,000

Total

min $76,000

Combined CPF money

– $20,000

Combined cash savings

– $10,000

Additional cash savings needed
min $46,000

* Please refer to www.hdb.gov.sg for the latest new fl at prices.

Jerry Su

SENIOR EXECUTIVE ESTATES OFFICER, 

HOUSING DEVELOPMENT BOARD

Did you know?

For fi rst timers below 30 years 

old, they are eligible for Staggered 

Downpayment Scheme, where 

the 10% downpayment is split 

into half at 2 stages — the signing 

agreement stage and taking 

possession stage.

Love is  b eautiful
nature,” says Wei Chuan. “I really 

appreciate the fact that she was 

willing to share stuff about herself.” 

Similarly, Ying Yian, an engineer, found 

Wei Chuan easy to get along with. 

“With him, the conversations fl owed 

quite naturally.”

STAYING GROUNDED

Following the event, Wei Chuan 

contacted Ying Yian via email and the 

pair — both avid social media users — 

TRUE STORIES TO INSPIREit’samatch
soon became friends on Facebook. 

He then asked her out via MSN 

messenger and they enjoyed a dinner 

date in Bishan, during which they 

found out that they had a few things 

in common, including being born in 

the same month of the same year. “I 

took note of everything that she shared 

with me,” said Wei Chuan. “I saw it as 

an intel gathering session,” he quips 

cheekily. As a loving token of his 

feelings for Ying Yian, Wei Chuan even 

compiled a folder of things he found 

out about her and decorated it before 

presenting it to her. “I was really 

touched — it showed how attentive he 

was to me,” said Ying Yian.

It didn’t take long for the couple to 

fall in love — indeed, by the third date, 

they were certain that they were meant 

for each other. “The feeling I had when 

I was with him was different from 

how it was with other guys I’ve dated. 

I remember telling my girlfriends: “This 

is ‘The One’ — I think I’m going to get 

hitched soon!” Ying Yian confi ded.

KEEPING IT SIMPLE

Ying Yian vividly remembers Wei 

Chuan being quite nervous about his 

fi rst meeting with the future in-laws. 

“He was quite stressed out as my mom 

was asking him a lot of questions, but 

thankfully he answered all of them 

quite calmly!”

Once they had received their 

parents’ blessings, the couple quickly 

got down to the planning for their 

wedding. Rather than an ostentatious 

show, they chose to make their 

nuptials an intimate affair that was 

attended by their close friends and 

relatives. “I’m a practical man and 

there was no fancy proposal. I simply 

brought her to look at some rings 

during one of our dates and got her 

to choose one,” says Wei Chuan. 

The couple tied the knot on 30 

October 2011, just eight months 

after their fi rst meeting. 

WORD TO THE WISE

As the two of them were single for 

quite a while before they met each 

other, Ying Yian shared that it was 

important for singles to think positive 

while looking for the special someone. 

“I did a lot of reading on this topic 

and took the experts’ advice to heart. 

Books like Law of Attraction and Men 

are from Mars and Women are from 

Venus were really helpful,” she says.

Wei Chuan and Ying Yian both 

insist that you should know if your 

partner is ‘The One’ within six 

months of dating. “A lot of these 

relationship guidebooks do not 

advocate long-term dating,” adds Ying 

Yian. Wei Chuan agrees: “There is no 

such thing as a perfect relationship 

and one should not keep holding out 

for the ‘perfect’ person when deciding 

to commit.”
A g

roup outing at the Tea 

Chapter teahouse, located at 

Chinatown, proved to be the 

setting in which Ding Ying Yian met 

her future husband Seah Wei Chuan 

— and it almost didn’t happen. “I 

remember that it was the third day of 

the Chinese New Year and the session 

was to start at 4pm. I wanted my 

friends to join me but they already had 

their own plans so I just went alone,” 

recounts Ying Yian, 32. Wei Chuan, 

who’s also 32, adds: “I remember that 

I just didn’t want to stay home on a 

Saturday afternoon so I decided to 

escape my relatives and joined the 

event on a whim!” 

Their fi rst impressions of each 

other were promising. Wei Chuan, an 

analytics professional, admitted that 

he was fi rst drawn to Ying Yian’s looks. 

He also found her lively demeanour 

quite appealing. “She helped me to 

open up as I’m not very chatty by 

For down-to-earth newlyweds Ding Ying 

Yian and Seah Wei Chuan, love lies in the 

little things. by LYDIA WONG

EASING IN
Prior to their wedding, this practical 

pair had already gone house-hunting. 

“The process was quite tiring and 

we did have some confl icting 

preferences,” says Wei Chuan. 

“In the end, we realised that we need 

to make the decision and compromise 

in the process.” Fortunately they found 

the perfect nest — a 3-room fl at in 

Serangoon North that fulfi lled their 

price and location requirements.

Once settled in, the newlyweds 

encountered other challenges, which 

they had not faced as singletons who 

never had to share a space. “I’m a 

cleanliness freak and want things 

neat and tidy,” says Wei Chuan. “As a 

result, there were minor arguments 

when things weren’t placed properly.” 

“I do fi nd that he nags a lot,” says 

Ying Yian. “But I just tease him about it 

and I fi nd it amusing as it’s 

usually the women who 

do the nagging.” 

And the best things 

they enjoy about each 

other? “He helps with the 

housework and I really 

appreciate that he gives in 

to me most of the time,” says 

Ying Yian. “I love how she 

dotes on me, even a simple 

gesture of holding my arm 

really touches me,” shares 

Wei Chuan. With plans to have 

a child down the road, Ying 

Yian and Wei Chuan certainly 

are looking forward to a life of 

wedded bliss.

Any advice for singles out 

there? “Do make the effort to 

dress up and look presentable 

when you attend any group 

events,” shares Ying Yian. 

Wei Chuan adds that it is 

important to be confi dent, have 

an open mind and make the effort 

to strike up a conversation with as 

many people as possible. 

ONE SHOULD NOT 

KEEP HOLDING 

OUT FOR THE ‘PERFECT’ 

PERSON WHEN DECIDING 

TO COMMIT.  

— Wei Chuan 
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I had always associated DUET with 
the name of a famous Indian movie, 
until I chanced upon the Jan-Mar 
2012 issue of your publication. It 
featured some of the coolest articles 
pertaining to love and relationships 
that I’ve ever read, including the 
pieces on “Find Out How the World 
Celebrates Valentine’s Day” and 
“Valentine Adventures”. I like DUET 
because it gives readers fantastic 
ideas for a romantic date. It 
features everyday Singaporeans 
and their thoughts and opinions. 
In essence, it is a down-to-
earth, yet fun-fi lled and stylish 
magazine. Thanks to DUET, 
I’m all set for an even 
better night out!
Dinesh Nair 

Reading DUET can raise anyone’s 
hopes of starting a relationship. It is 
really heart-warming, for instance, 
to read how a casual meeting could 
extend to an eight-month journey of 
love and discovery for the success 
couple Wei Chuan and Ying Yian. 
DUET is a good read that is full of 
interesting articles on dating. In fact, 
I always look forward to receiving 
the magazine in the mail every 
three months!  
Shalini T.
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G A I N A  F R E S H PER S PEC T I V E

embark

pet adoption viewings and pet grooming to educating potential adopters. “There is a sense of satisfaction when you see these animals transform from being traumatised and shy to happy and active animals,” says Christina. The animal lover has a Toy Poodle named Rainie, an Italian Greyhound named Vivo, as well as two cats Pipi and Wewee.
Of particular 

concern to her is the plight of breeding dogs. “One of VOA’s objectives is education. Breeding dogs spend their lives in dirty, cramped cages. 

They are seldom given suffi cient medical or human attention and other necessities. We want to give these dogs a second chance at life. By fostering a better relationship with breeders, we are sometimes able to persuade them to give more care to their dogs,” says Christina.
It can be tough to juggle work, studies and her volunteer commitments, but Christina takes it in her stride. She has a close group of friends that she’s made through her rescue work. “We share the pain when our beloved animals pass on, and we share the joy of helping the animals we love. You can say we go through thick and thin together!”

Derrick Tan
30, GENERAL MANAGER 

Derrick previously worked at the Singapore Police Force’s canine unit where he attended a course on animal training and treatment. After 10 years, he made a job switch to the marine industry. His decade’s worth of experience as a dog handler came in handy though, when former colleagues got him interested about volunteering at an animal rescue centre.“I started volunteering three years ago. Then in March 2011, I started Voices for Animals (VOA), an organisation that rescues ex-breeding animals and puts them up for adoption. I take home animals that are very sick and nurse them until they are well 

Christina Ang
25, PET STYLIST AND STUDENT

In April 2010, Christina Ang found out through Facebook about a mass rescue of 75 dogs from a breeding farm. Appalled by the condition that some of the 
rescued dogs 
were found in, 
she decided to 
volunteer her 
professional skills 
as a pet groomer.

Currently a 
volunteer with 
VOA, Christina 
helps out with 
a variety of 
tasks from 
coordinating 

LEND A HAND. CHECK OUT THESE ORGANSATIONS TO GET STARTED.
Cat Welfare Societywww.catwelfare.orgvolunteer@catwelfare.org

Action for Singapore Dogswww.asdsingapore.cominfo@asdsingapore.com

Voices for Animalswww.facebook.com/VFASINVFAsin@gmail.com

Derrick with Lady, a 
rescued mongrel

his social life as well. “I met my ex-girlfriend about eight years ago at a gathering, and we bonded over our love of dogs.” Though the relationship did not work out, 
Derrick feels that 
animal welfare 
work provides a 
good opportunity 
for like-minded 
people to meet. 
Besides team 
visits to pet farms 
and meetings 
with potential 
adopters, 
there are also 
gatherings for 
dog owners to 
socialise.

enough to be adopted,” says the avid sportsman who goes for runs with his beloved Border Collie, Leo,once a week. 
On weekdays, 

Derrick liaises 
with potential 
adopters and 
other volunteers. 
On weekends, he 
arranges for animal viewings or visits 

pet farms to educate owners to treat their animals better. 
Besides the sense of fulfi llment derived from his volunteer 

work, Derrick’s love for animals has helped 

Christina with Rainie

Animalpassions
Caring for stray and abandoned animals — according to singles Derrick Tan and Christina Ang — has helped to widen their social circle, while giving them a different perspective on life. by MELODY TAN

T
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Stumped for ideas on what to do come 14 February? Here are a few fun and innovative suggestions by DUET. by STELLA THNG 

out&aboutHAPPENINGS AROUND TOWN

ARTEASTIQ @ 
MANDARIN GALLERY #04-14/15, 
333A Orchard Road Tel: 6235 8705
11am–10.30pm dailywww.arteastiq.com

*Check out the 2-for-1 special deal on P29, only for DUET readers.

Valentine 
adventures

ROYAL TREAT 
Take a nice, leisurely stroll along the 700m-long Sentosa Boardwalk and you will fi nd many restaurants and cafes that offer dining experiences with a lovely harbour view. One of them is Queens, a pretty dessert parlour run by the team behind The King Louis Grill and Bar at VivoCity. Featuring opulent Baroque-style trappings such as murals on the ceiling and gold statues, your date can expect a royal treat in style, savouring cakes like Hazelnut Dacquoise and Strawberry Tiramisu along with a selection of tea and coffee.  For a memorable experience, don’t miss the Crane Dance at the WaterFront of FestiveWalk located at Resorts World Sentosa, which is just a short walk away. Be mesmerised as you watch the love story of two mechanical cranes unfold in a spectacular light-and-water show. Too stuffed to walk? Take the travelator back to VivoCity’s waterfront promenade and cap the night with a romantic movie. 

QUEENS  
#01-05 Sentosa BoardwalkSun-Wed, 11am–11pm;Thu-Sat & Eve of Public Holidays, 11am–1amTel: 6376 9326

PAINT WITH MEArteastiq at Mandarin Gallery makes a lovely spot for tea and cakes. With special sets offering fl oral, fruit, alcoholic and dessert 
teas, along with an assortment of savouries and desserts, this cosy lounge boasts a contemporary European ambience.What’s more? You can even show off your inner Picasso by signing up for Art Jam, a fun hands-on activity, together with your date. Each three-hour painting session costs $48 per 

person and includes one standard 50X50cm cotton canvas and unlimited fl ow of acrylic paint. Sponges, brushes, a paint palette and an 
apron are also provided. You can upgrade to a 
60X80cm canvas for $10 more. Besides a choice of Arteastiq’s specialty beverages, such as their signature fruity and fl oral teas, you’ll also get a set of brushes and a wet paint canvas box to take away. So why not sign up with your date and exchange your canvases at the end of the session? Your arty labour of love will surely make for an unusual, 

one-of-a-kind Valentine’s Day gift. 

I have been receiving DUET regularly 
but have never found the time to 
read it until recently. To my pleasant 
surprise, I found that the magazine 
contained an impressive assortment 
of articles and features. It is a vibrant 
and colourful magazine with a fun 
layout. I also appreciate the fact 
that the magazine gives me ideas on 
what to wear on dates. I would like to 
thank the team at DUET for putting 
out such a lively publication, and I 
would like to tell singles out there not 
to put the magazine aside — you may 
fi nd yourself enjoying it too! 
Mohamed Jasni 
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Y ou may be surprised to see a 
new face greeting you in DUET. 
A warm hello and maybe a 

little bit about myself. I have taken 
over from Ms Teo Poh Leng as Head of 
SDN. Previously, I was in the education 
sector. Having been married for more 
than 10 years, with 
two lovely daughters, I 
believe love is a constant 
learning process; as you 
learn, you change for 
the better. 

In this issue of 
DUET, we present some 
scientifi c evidence to show that being 
in love indeed benefi ts your life, and 
in more ways than one (p22). Take a 
cue from our alternative date ideas 
(p6) or suggestions for active holidays 
(p10) where your journey of discovery 
promises to yield benefi ts for mind, 
body and soul alike.

DUET is all about meeting new 
people and making lasting connections. 
Find out how singles had fun and got to 
know one another better at our mega 
singles event Date to be Different held 

“A HEART IN 
LOVE IS ALWAYS 

YOUNG.”

on 11 February (p34). Check out our 
Events listing and spice up your life 
today (p41)! Who knows, you might 
just meet your special someone. This is 
exactly what happened to Jackie Goh 
and Mint Leong who signed up for The 
New Paper Dating Challenge. Read all 

about their road to love 
on p32. 

This issue of DUET 
also highlights some 
common relationship 
red lights (p26). Find 
out how you rate on our 
‘Jealous-O-Meter’ on 

p28 and what you can do to make your 
relationship stronger. 

No matter which stage you are 
in your journey in love, remember 
that love tranforms you. As the Greek 
proverb goes, “a heart in love is 
always young”! 

Finally, don’t forget to participate 
in our online Readers Survey and stand 
to win attractive prizes! Before I end, 
I wish to thank Ms Teo for bringing 
SDN to where it is now. The SDN team 
and I wish her all the best! 

m

Marcus Ngiow  
Head (SDN)
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Culture Culture club 
Tok Kian Ming
28, ENGINEER

“In The Alchemist, author Paulo Coelho 
writes about a shepherd who gives 
up his worldly possessions to travel 
to Egypt to fi nd a treasure. This story 
taught me that in order to fi nd ‘treasure’ 
one has to be willing to take some risks 
to pursue his or her dreams.” 

Hidayah Salamat  
26, CONTENT EDITOR

“I’m a fan of best-selling motivational books with 
unnecessarily long titles. One that resonates with 
me is Paul Arden’s It’s Not How Good You Are, 
It’s How Good You Want to Be. He’s an inspiration 
because even after being fi red from fi ve jobs, he 
persevered and became a luminary.” 

Sasikala Suranthran 
27, RESEARCH MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST  

“A movie that taught me never to give 
up on love is Eat, Pray, Love. I like 
how the protagonist picked herself up 
after a bad break-up and embarked on 
a journey of self-discovery.” 

Bubbly Sasikala loves her job, which involves 
working on new treatments for infectious 
diseases. She is not all about work, however. 
She spends her free time writing her blog 
and connecting with friends via social media 
platforms. Sasikala, who is of Chinese 
and Indian descent, says she has started 
her blog because she wants to chronicle 
what is happening in her life since it 
is getting rather eventful! “I wanted to 
pen my thoughts somewhere so I could 
reminisce about them later,” she says. 

LOVE CONFESSIONS
yoursay
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How have their favourite books, movies or songs proven 
both inspirational in matters of life and love for singles? 
DUET fi nds out. By FAIROZA MANSOR, GENE KHOR and JOLENE LIMUCO 

Kian Ming lists travelling and sports as his passions. 
Describing himself as adventurous and fun-loving, his 
dream is to travel the world. Last year, he visited Yunnan 
province in China where he mingled with the locals. When 
not planning his next trip, Kian Ming is usually at the beach 
playing volleyball or training for a bike rally. In February 
he took part in the NTU Bike Rally 2012, a 128km non-
competitive cycling event around Singapore. Kian Ming, who 
has an elder sister, says recreational sports “are a way for me 
to catch up with friends and stay healthy at the same time”. 

Sasik
27, RE
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Rudi Osman
27, VIDEO EDITOR

“I was introduced to American rock band 
Deftones as a teenager. It is hard for me to 
name a particular song of theirs as a favourite 
— I like them all. From listening to their 
lyrics and melodies, I was inspired to learn 
the guitar and write my own music. This has  
proven to be an artistic outlet that has helped 
me articulate and express myself better.”

Rachel Lim
27, CIVIL SERVANT

“Forrest Gump was a fi lm that taught me a lot 
about unconditional love. The lead character was 
a simple ‘everyman’ whose devotion to friends and 
family touched me. It taught me that a little faith and 
optimism goes a long way."

Daniel Tan
26, ENGINEER  

"The fi lm Pulp Fiction defi nitely made an 
impact on me. The way the story was told and 
the unconventional camera angles used by the 
director Quentin Tarantino, is inspiring. The 
fi lm spurred me to think out of the box, observe 
life from different perspectives, and appreciate 
contrasting opinions.”

Randall Tan
24, UNDERGRADUATE  

“A book I recently enjoyed was 
The Art of Conversation by 
Catherine Blyth. The book is about 
how technology has changed 
the way we communicate. After 
reading it, I realised that I should 
engage in more face-to-face 
conversations rather than catch up 
with friends through text messages 
and emails.” 

Yvonne Leng  
31, SENIOR FINANCIAL CONSULTANT  

“Tuesdays with Morrie by Mitch 
Albom is one of my favourite 
books because it made me 
cry! It touched me and taught 
me to appreciate the simplest 
things in life such as making 
time for loved ones and creating 
something that gives you 
purpose and meaning.” 
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Outgoing and friendly, Yvonne enjoys 
travelling to culturally-rich countries 
such as India and China and getting 
to know the locals. Citing “people 
skills” as one of her talents, this 
easygoing woman is able to strike 
up a conversation with strangers 
no matter where she is. Other than 
travelling, Yvonne enjoys outdoor 
activities such as swimming and 
running, but is equally happy "chilling 
out" at home with a good book. 

This Engineering undergrad enjoys 
the great outdoors and loves running, 
cycling, kayaking and wakeboarding. 
When not working up a sweat, Randall 
enjoys zipping around town on his Honda 
Phantom TA200 motorbike. He reckons 
that there is nothing more thrilling than 
riding his bike at night, as he fi nds it 
“soothing for the mind and body”. When 
he is in a more relaxed mood, Randall, the 
middle child of three, also enjoys reading 
and watching the latest blockbusters. 
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out&about
HAPPENINGS AROUND TOWN

P lay
Make your outings more memorable by 

introducing a dimension of fun. Put a 
spin on things and indulge in interesting 

pursuits at these novel venues. by AUDREY LIM

dates

TURN ON THE MUSIC
If you and your date are fans of Chinese indie 
music, CrazyWorld Café is the latest go-to 
joint in town. The café transforms into a stage 
during performance nights and hosts monthly 
performances by budding musicians, providing 
them a platform to showcase their talents. 
Those who wish to perform can send in a video 
recording of their performance (either on stage 
or at home). But if you prefer to let others take 
the spotlight, you can chill out and enjoy the live 
performances with your date. You can also check 
out their retail section which carries interesting 
locally-designed products such as T-shirts, 
stationery, passport covers and music albums of 
local, Taiwanese and Hong Kong indie singers. 

GET INTO THE HOT SEAT
Those who love a bit of friendly 
competition can get their fi x at 
E2Max, an e-gaming outlet that 
offers the latest computer and video 
games, as well as DVD movies. Hone 
your skills in LAN games, such as 
Left 4 Dead, and break the ice as 
you share gaming tips. If you are in a 
party of fi ve or more, book a Supreme 
Chamber to play video games such 
as Kinect, which incorporates a high-
defi nition camera to capture your 
body movements. Or try out Guitar 
Hero, which tests your hand-eye 
coordination skills and teamwork in 
a simulated jamming session. You can 
rent DVDs here too, and this presents 
a good opportunity to suss out your 
date’s movie preferences.

E2MAX 
Cathay Cineleisure Orchard, Level 9
8 Grange Road
Tel: 6235 9249
Rates: PC Games — from $2 per hour; 
Video Games — from $8 per hour; 
Chambers (Superior/Deluxe/Supreme) — 
from $10/$15/$25 per hour.

Kinect from $25 for the fi rst hour (includes 
room) and $15 for each subsequent hour.
www.e2max.com.sg

CRAZYWORLD CAFÉ
24 Temple Street
Tel: 6223 7553
Admission to OpenStage 
performance: $10 (includes a drink)
www.crazyworldcafe.com
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JUST FUR FUN
They say a dog is a man’s best friend, 
so perhaps your animal companion 
might just help you sniff out a 
potential date. Share your love for 
dogs with like-minded pals at Urban 
Pooch Café. Let your pet explore the 
air-conditioned play area and meet 
other dogs. You might strike up new 
friendships too. When your pooches 
are tired, you can let them eat their 
meals beside you as you chat. And 
while you share interesting stories 
about your furry friend, savour mouth-
watering dishes, such as Grilled Honey 
Pepper Chicken and Pan-fried Herbed 
Dory in Olive Oil. This doggy day 
care centre also offers a wide range 
of basic and full grooming services. 

Prices range from $30 to $130. 
The café also sells a range of 
products such as shampoos, 
food, ear cleaners and soft 
toys for dogs.

GAME ON!
Head to Settlers Café and bond over 
board and card games while snacking 
on food and drinks. The café offers 
a wide range of games (some are 
available for purchase) — about 600 
of them — such as Puerto Rico, Pit, 
Oasis, Settlers of Catan, Saboteur and 
Taboo, which are simple to grasp and 
fun to play. Test your vocabulary and 
the chemistry between you and your 
date in the all-time classic Taboo and 
guess the word that your date has on 
his/her card. The catch? Your date 
cannot use any of the words listed on 
the card. Art enthusiasts can also enjoy 
bidding for their favourite art pieces in 
the card game Modern Art.

COOK UP A STORM
Share your love for cooking at Coriander 
Leaf Cooking School. The school offers 
half-day classes on a wide range of Western 
and Asian cuisines, including those from India, 
Vietnam, Myanmar, Turkey and Italy. Dishes 
range from appetisers and sides to mains and 
desserts. Let the chef show you how to prepare 
the dishes from scratch. You’ll get to savour 
the dish during and after the demonstration 
and whip up new friendships. 

CORIANDER LEAF 
COOKING SCHOOL
#02-03, Clarke Quay 
3A River Valley Road
Courses start from $130.
Tel: 6732 3354
www.corianderleaf.com

SETTLERS CAFÉ
Central outlet:
39 North Canal Road 
Tel: 6535 0435

SMU outlet:
#B1-61
80 Stamford Road
Tel: 6333 5229
www.settlerscafe.com

URBAN POOCH CAFÉ
#01-07, Monville Mansion
530 Balestier Road 
Tel: 6252 5046
www.urbanpooch.com.sg
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#01-07
530 Ba
Tel: 625
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PencilPencil them in!
Gather your friends to catch some 
great entertainment with these 
upcoming performances!

ROMEO AND 
JULIET
This staging of the famous 
Shakespearean love story 
is given a fresh treatment 
by local theatre genius Ivan 
Heng, who is known for his 
creative interpretations of 
the classics. This play stars 
a powerhouse cast that 
promises to inspire a new 
generation of audiences. 
Date: 12 – 28 April 2012
Time: Tue to Fri, 8pm; Sat, 
3pm & 8pm; Sun, 3pm
Venue: Drama Centre 
Theatre
Admission: Tickets priced at 
$44*, $49*, $54*, $59*, $64*, 
$69* from SISTIC. 

LES BALLETS 
TROCKADERO 
DE MONTE 
CARLO
Known affectionately as 
“The Trocks”, this all-male 
company formed in New 
York in 1974 will perform 
classical ballet excerpts 
from Swan Lake and 
Raymonda’s Wedding 
to dazzling and hilarious 
effect. Winners of the 
Critics’ Circle National 
Dance Awards, “The 
Trocks” combine comedy 
with technical prowess, 
and have become a global 
phenomenon.
Date: 1 − 5 May 2012
Time: Tue to Fri, 8pm; Sat, 
3pm & 8pm
Venue: Esplanade Theatre
Admission: Tickets at $18*, 
$48*, $58*, $68*, $78*, $88*, 
$108* from SISTIC.

LADY GAGA – 
THE BORN THIS 
WAY BALL
Fans of Lady Gaga won’t 
want to miss her return to 
Singapore in this tour. The 
fi ve-time Grammy Award 
winner will perform her 
latest album, Born This 
Way, as well as music from 
both The Fame and The 
Fame Monster. 
Date: 28 & 29 May 2012
Time: 7.30pm
Venue: Singapore Indoor 
Stadium 
Admission: Tickets priced at 
$108*, $158*, $188*, $288* 
from SISTIC.
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CIRQUE 
MOTHER AFRICA
Take your date for a ride 
into the magical world of 
an African human circus 
which has played to sold-out 
audiences across Europe. 
Be mesmerised by dancers, 
percussionists, singers and 
acrobats from nine African 
countries in a celebration 
of the continent’s rich and 
colourful culture.
Date: 12 – 15 April 2012
Time: Thu, Fri & Sun, 8pm; 
Sat, 3pm & 8pm
Venue: Esplanade Theatre
Admission: Tickets priced at 
$48*, $68*, $88*, $98*, $108*, 
$128* from SISTIC. 

SANDY LAM MMXII CONCERT 
— SINGAPORE
The popular Mandopop diva is set to 
wow fans with her crisp powerful vocals. 
Enjoy Sandy’s classic love ballads with 
your date or groove together to her high-
energy dance tracks.
Date: 6 April 2012
Time: 8pm
Venue: Singapore Indoor Stadium
Admission: Tickets priced at $88*, $118*, 
$138*, $168* from SISTIC.

BAYBEATS 2012
Rock it out with your friends and support home-grown 
talents at this annual three-day indie music festival. 
Celebrating its 10th anniversary this year, the festival 
showcases local and foreign bands that are set to put 
up high-energy live performances, absolutely free!
Date: 29 June − 
1 July 2012
Venue: Esplanade 

out&about
HAPPENINGS AROUND TOWN

(*excludes SISTIC fee)
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G A I N A  F R E S H PER S PEC T I V E
embark

READY TO GO? CHECK OUT THESE MOTORING/MOTORSPORTS CLUBS 
TO KICK-START YOUR IGNITION.  
Vespa Club Singapore www.vespaclub.sg  •  www.facebook.com/VespaClubSG  •  ask@vespaclub.sg
PAssion Motoring www.facebook.com/passionmotoring  
KartingSingapore.com kartingsingapore.com

wheelsFun on Fun on 
Going for a spin — according to singles Dominic 
and Cheryl — is more thrilling in the company of 
like-minded enthusiasts. by SHERENE KANG

Dominic Leong
29, COMMUNICATIONS EXECUTIVE 

When Dominic was researching 
on the Internet about making his 
fi rst investment in a Vespa scooter, 
he stumbled upon the Vespa Club 
Singapore (VCS) forum, and started 
posting questions. 

The adventure-seeker became 
part of the 100-member strong club 
in 2009 after he purchased his fi rst 
scooter — and would soon be among 

an entourage of Vespas riding along 
the roads in Malaysia. 

Every month, usually on a 
Saturday evening, a group of 10 to 
15 riders meet up for their leisure 
jaunt. This is often interspersed 
with pit-stops for snacks and casual 
conversation. “We like exploring new 
places and are always happy to have 
newcomers join us,” says Dominic. 

The club occasionally organises 
big events such as Vivo Vespa in 2009 
which saw many owners coming 
together to showcase their creatively- 
painted scooters, and bond over food 
and games. 

Dominic’s longer trips have 
taken him to various parts of Johor 

and even  Malacca. “My next road 
trip will be to the Vespa Carnival in 
Kuala Kangsar in northern Malaysia, 
sometime in April,” he says. It’s a 
gathering of Vespa enthusiasts from 
Malaysia, Thailand and Singapore, 
and this will be his fi rst time attending 
such an event. 

On top of meeting like-minded 
people with the same passion for 
the legendary Italian scooter, joining 
the club has entitled Dominic to 
membership privileges such as discounts 
from bike-servicing workshops. 

And of course, he scoots home 
from every meet-up with additional 
knowledge about Vespas and a 
newly-forged friendship or two!

Cheryl Tay
26, AUTOMOTIVE CONSULTANT 

Being the rose among the thorns may 
be intimidating to some but this hasn’t 
stopped Cheryl from pursuing her 
passion. While in university, she was 
one of the handful of women who 
joined the NTU Motoring Club after 
she obtained her driving licence in 
2006. “I had the misconception then 
that car clubs were only for people 
with their own rides,” she says. 
However, Cheryl later realised that the 
only criterion to join was a penchant 
for cars. 

Since then, she has gone on to 
spearhead PAssion Motoring, an 
automotive community initiative 
launched last September, and 
supported by the People’s Association.

“PAssion Motoring transcends car 
brands, types and sizes,” Cheryl says of 
the club, membership of which is open 
to anyone — driver or not. 

“I have made friends from some of the 
events and we stay connected online 
via Facebook.” 

But Cheryl’s love for motoring 
does not stop at cars. She is also 
keen on go-karting, having joined 
KartingSingapore.com, an online 
community whose members organise 
club races and participate in overseas 
karting competitions. 

She explains that go-karting 
is the most accessible form 
of motorsports as it does not 
require a driving licence and 
has no age limit. 

Her ultimate goal is to 
motivate more women to take 
the driver’s seat by educating 

them about motoring and motorsports. 
Although these are primarily male-

dominated, “it does not mean that 
ladies cannot share these masculine 
interests as well,” quips Cheryl.
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L E T ' S  G E T  AWAY

Getting

Tired of conventional tour packages that pack more items into your itinerary than you can into 
your luggage? Maybe it’s time for you and your friends to add more action into your holiday and 
get a good workout in the process. by STEPHANIE PENG 

A WALK TO REMEMBER  
Explore Japan from the ground up 
with Walk Japan. Rated by National 
Geographic magazine as ‘one of the 
best adventure travel companies in 
the world’, Walk Japan organises tours 
that allow you to explore the country 
on foot and take in the beauty and 
magic of its landscapes, lush forests 
and tranquil lakes. One of Walk Japan’s 
most popular tours is the 12-day 
Nakasendo Way itinerary that starts 
in the historical capital of Kyoto and 
fi nishes in Tokyo. Ten to 15 kilometres 
are covered each day —with a little 
help from Japan’s effi cient train 
system. Walkers get to pass through 

mountains on well-preserved old roads 
and immerse themselves in Japan’s 
history and culture. Fitter travellers 
can take on the intense Hokkaido Hike 
that brings walkers on long ascents 
and descents through forests and into 
steaming vents and majestic volcanoes. 

Tour guides are profi cient in 
both English and Japanese. They are 
extremely knowledgeable, and will 
imbue each sight with so much more 
meaning than you could ever get 
from a guidebook. And after a day 
of walking, you get to indulge your 
taste buds at family-run restaurants 
and rest your feet in cosy ryokans 
(traditional Japanese inns).

Prices start from JYP 59,000 (about S$961) 
per person for a two-day tour. For more 
information, visit www.walkjapan.com

Each group is capped at 12 people, 
so you don’t have to worry about being 
lost in a crowd. Get a bunch of your 
friends together and embark on this 
active holiday. Tours range from two 
to 12 days and each tour is categorised 
according to intensity and diffi culty — 
Level 1 being the easiest and Level 6, 
the most challenging. Cost of the tour 
includes most meals, luggage transfer, 
accommodation and attraction 
entrance fees. 

physicalphysical        
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Prices start at THB 11,000 (about S$442) 
per person (twin sharing) for a fi ve-day tour. 

For more information, visit 
www.andamanadventures.com or 
call +66 8 4627 6779. 

Prices start at AUD 660 (about S$881) 
per person (twin sharing) for a three-day tour. 

For more information, visit 
www.cyclingtoursaustralia.com.au or 
call +61 02 6680 9535.

own pace and take the time to discover 
new experiences — be it tasting wine, 
visiting an attraction or checking out 
a café. 

Tours range between three and 
seven days and cover sights such as the 
famed Barossa Valley where you can 
wind your way through Adelaide Hills 
and enjoy the beautiful views of the 
city and the coast. Other cycling tours 
include coast-to-coast biking trails in 
the Fleurieu Peninsula and around 
picturesque McLaren Vale.

The cost of the tour includes 
hiring of bikes and equipment, 
luggage transfer, roadside assistance, 
accommodation, detailed maps 
and instructions.

you can even opt to scuba dive from your kayak. 
The tours cover islands in Southern Thailand, 

such as Koh Yao Noi, Koh Lao Liang, Ao Nang and 
Khao Sok, and range from fi ve to 13 days. Packages 
include transfers to and from Krabi, accommodation, 
equipment hire and most meals. Tours can also be 
customised upon request. 

If kayaking is not your thing, Andaman 
Adventures also organises tours that feature other 
adrenaline-pumping activities, such as scuba diving, 
rock climbing and trekking. 

ISLAND HOPPING 
How about a unique way to explore Thailand — away 
from the crowds, crazy traffi c and packed beaches — 
via kayaks? On this tour by Andaman Adventures, 
you get to enjoy the country’s breathtaking seascapes 
and natural beauty up close. These include the many 
limestone formations, petroglyphs (rock formations) 
and secluded white sand beaches. Between paddling 
from island to island, you can step onto the shores 
of rarely visited islands such as Koh Yao Noi island 
in Phang Nga Bay, avoiding the crowds on the more 
popular islands. If you’re feeling more adventurous, 

RIDE THIS WAY 
What better way to explore a country 
renowned for its breathtaking 
landscape than cycling through it? 
Discover the beauty and diversity 
of South Australia and experience 
the laid-back Aussie way of life with 
biking tours organised by Cycling 
Tours Australia. These tours are 
self-guided, but don’t panic! Everything 
is carefully arranged for you including 
accommodation, bike rental and 
detailed maps — and should you need 
help, roadside assistance is never too 
far away. For example, if your bike 
malfunctions, a replacement will be 
sent to you. And if you are lost, you 
can simply call a hotline for help. 
Riders will be able to cycle at their 
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K N O W L E D G E  I S  P O W E R
discover

3 Tips for 
photography

 RESOLUTION 
Use the highest photo 

resolution available on your 
phone. Although this could take 
up more memory space or slow 
down the uploading process, 
it does allow you to crop out 
unsightly details later.  

 LIGHTING 
› Indoors

Turn on the camera fl ash. Using 
a fl ash indoors helps render 
skin tones more accurately. 
Some cameras allow you to 
power down your fl ash to get a 
more pleasing fi nish.  

› Outdoors
Shooting in harsh afternoon light 
produces ‘fl at’ pictures. The sun 
can also cast undesired shadows 
on people’s faces. The best 
timings for photo-taking are 7am 
to 9am and 4.30pm to 6.30pm. 

 FRAME YOUR SHOTS
Fill your frame by 

walking closer to your 
subject(s) instead of using 
the zoom function. Keep 
the background free from 
distracting objects such as trash 
cans and other clutter within 
the frame of your shot. 

Tips from 
Nandakumar Narasimhan 
CO-FOUNDER/INSTRUCTOR 
PHOCUS ACADEMY

Picturep erf ect
INSTAGRAM FOR IPHONE USERS
Currently the hottest camera app around — 15 million users 
worldwide — Instagram evokes the 
1970s with its highly stylised square 
photos. Just snap your photo, add 
effects, edit and share the images 
on any of the social media platforms 
you’re connected to.  
Pros: User-friendly and allows 
seamless integration with other social 
networks.  
Cons: Image resolution is limited to 
600 x 600 pixels.  

CAMERA360 FOR ANDROID USERS
As its name suggests, this is an effects-heavy camera app. From 
black-and-white and tilt-shift effects, to sepia and ageing effects 
for different time periods, this app literally allows you to turn your 
photos into nifty works of art. Free and paid versions available.

Pros: The free app offers 
image stabilisation and 
"full manual" modes — no 
focus, auto focus, pre-
focus and manual focus. 
You can also set a delay 
self-timer, up to 1 minute 
after pressing the trigger. 

A simple tap-and-release allows you to toggle between the original 
photo and the stylised version.
Cons: It takes a bit of effort to learn. Be prepared to do some 
experimenting with each effect or fi lter. 

PIXTRIX FOR BLACKBERRY USERS
This is a simple photo-editing app that allows users to apply 
professional fi lters to their 
photos and share them on their 
Facebook profi le. 
Pros: There are not many such 
apps for Blackberry users and 
this one is free!
Cons: Some of the processes take 
a while to get executed. Patience 
is required.

Tips for 
RS

15 million users

Easy to use and loaded 

with options, these 

camera phone apps are a 

fun way to share your life 

through photos. by NELLIE TAY
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N O T E  O N  L O V E
personality

American-Taiwanese Mandopop singer Anthony Neely, 25, is a true 
romantic at heart. Just like the songs he sings. by ANITA YEE

Many people end up getting 
stressed out in their bid to be 
“perfect” for their partners. 
What are your thoughts on this?
Accept and appreciate each 
other’s fl aws. 
 
What have you learned from your 
own past relationships?
Don’t lie.
 
What does the term “soulmate” 
mean to you? What’s the most 
important quality you look for?
Can’t live with them, can’t live without 
them! Soulmates have this inexplicable 
connection that makes it hard to 
breathe without one another.
 
What’s your idea of a romantic 
evening with that special person?
Lying on the grass in an open fi eld; 
talking, watching the stars and 
holding hands.
 
And if you were to serenade your 
date over dinner, what song would 
you sing? 
Haha! A quiet song so that she doesn’t 
get embarrassed. Possibly ‘Can’t Help 
Falling In Love’ by Elvis Presley.
 
Do you have a favourite quote or 
phrase on love? 
I’d say ‘All You Need Is Love’ by 
The Beatles.
 
What advice do you have for singles 
searching for love?
Never give up, never surrender.

Would you make the fi rst move on 
someone that you’re interested in? 
And what would you do to try to 
impress her? 
I’d like to pursue the girl. I defi nitely 
like a girl that is hard to get because 
it’s that much more meaningful. What 
I mean is, if she chooses me, it’s 
because she really sees something 
special in me. I’d hope to win her over 
with laughter — by fi nding any and all 
opportunities just to make her smile 
and feel special.  

Do you think it’s harder for 
celebrities to have stable 
relationships given your schedule 
and the media attention? 
Absolutely. The pressure of the media 
is enough to scare not only the other 
person but the artiste as well.

What’s the best advice you’ve 
received on relationships?
Reveal everything there is to know 
about yourself and let the chips fall 
as they may.
 
You majored in Theatre and 
Psychology at school. Has this 
helped you in the way you carry 
yourself around someone you are 
interested in; and also, to better 
analyse your partner?
I think it has helped me better 
understand myself [and] therefore 
made it easier to be comfortable with 
who I am, and this has defi nitely 
helped in my dealings with the opposite 
gender. To a certain degree, some of 
what I learned in Psychology helps 
me to understand women better, but 
at the same time it taught me that it 
takes more than one lifetime to truly 
understand someone. 
 

All you need is lovelove
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PRETTY GIFTS FOR YOU AND YOUR LOVED ONE
his+hers

Shades of greenreenWin the heart of your eco-conscious date with 
these planet-friendly picks. by FAIROZA MANSOR
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1
Penguin Dynamo Powered 
Flashlight, $6.90, CHOOSE 
by Olive Ventures. 
This cute torchlight needs 
no batteries! Just squeeze 
the lever to light the torch. 

1

2

Brooke Wallet, $25,  
Etrican. 
Get into the trend of all 
things fl oral with this 
wallet made of recycled 
fabric and tyre trimmings 
on the front fl ap.

3

Love in Carousel Bracelet, 
$15, Greenie Genie. 
A bold fashion statement 
is guaranteed with this 
funky bracelet made from 
aluminium drink cans.

4

Art of Beauty Earrings, 
$24, Greenie Genie. 
This feminine yet edgy 
pair of earrings is made 
from the zippers of a 
decommissioned bag 
and old ribbons.

5

Denim Handbag, $35, 
CHOOSE by Olive Ventures. 
Handmade from recycled 
denim with leather straps 
and linen lining, this bag 
is perfect for a woman on 
the move.

6

West End Belt, $95, Echo. 
Made from an old fi re hose, 
it was seen on Cameron 
Diaz in an edition of 
American Vogue.

FOR HER
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Lifefactory Glass Beverage 
Bottles with Silicone 
Sleeve, $30 each, CHOOSE 
by Olive Ventures. 
These are said to be 
shatter-proof, free of plastic 
and 100% non-toxic. 

1

2

Protect and Preserve 
Long Sleeve T-shirt, 
$33, CHOOSE by Olive 
Ventures. 
The print on this 
clay-dyed, 100% organic 
cotton T-shirt uses 
eco-friendly non-PVC inks.

3

Baggu Backpack, $34, 
ROCKSTAR by Soon Lee. 
Add a dash of colur to 
your ensemble with this 
100% recycled canvas 
backpack.

4

Logan Wallet, $28, 
Etrican.
Ease your conscience 
(and pocket) with 
this wallet made from 
recycled leather.  

5

Bamboo Socks, $9, Zhai. 
Made from 100% 
organically grown 
bamboo fi bre, these 
socks are also incredibly 
comfortable. 

6

Organic Hemp and 
Coconut Husk Slip-On 
Shoes, $199, Terra Plana. 
These are made from 
natural components 
that are biodegradable, 
breathable and lightweight. 

FOR HIM
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Flow er Girl  
DUET shows Chloe Loh how to play 
up her feminine side with a dash of 
fl oral-inspired fl air. 

Before

SMASHING NEW LOOKS

Chloe Loh
29, ACCOUNTANT 

As an accountant, Chloe often spends long hours at 
work. Despite this, she sets aside time for jogging 
and cycling. Chloe jogs at least twice a week 
around her neighbourhood. She also de-stresses by 
shopping for clothes online, spending between 
$50 and $100 a month. The self-confessed 
homebody also enjoys reading self-help books 
and watching the latest Korean dramas on 
television. 

HER MAKEOVER WISH
To have more fun with clothes. “My 
wardrobe consists of basics. I would like 
some ideas on how to look more stylish and 
feminine,” says the soft-spoken woman who 
sticks to long-sleeved shirts and knee-length 
skirts for work. On weekends, she swaps her offi ce 
wear for T-shirts and jeans. 

HER NEW LOOK
Standing at just 151cm, Chloe’s petite physique 
is played up with this fl oral dress and cardigan 
ensemble. The fl oral prints help balance her 
curves while the cardigan softens her broad 
shouldered-silhouette. Putting her hair up also 
emphasises Chloe's slim neck while freshening 
up her look. The outfi t is paired with comfortable 
sneakers for a modern look that is perfect for 
hitting the beach or hanging out at the mall.

Awakening
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1

Cotton printed hair band 
from Topshop, $29 

4

Stainless steel chain watch 
from Swatch, $167

5

Floppy straw hat from 
Billabong $39.90

1

2
Multi-coloured necklace 
form Topshop $23 

7
Cotton printed drawstring 
beach bag from Ocean 
Paradise, $99

6

Colour block tank top 
from Lacoste, price 
unavailable

9

Platform heels from Nine 
West, price unavailable

Multi-coloured earrings 
from Topshop, $29

3

Bring out your fun side with prints and vibrant hues.
by JOLENE LIMUCO

2

Tipbox

4

3

6

7

8

Spring AwakeningAwakening

Colourful 

accessories are 

your best bet 

for jazzing up a 

casual outfi t

9

5

8
Khaki shorts from Lacoste, 
price unavailable
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Into the
Chen Boyu looks fresh with a bright 
new weekend look.  

SMASHING NEW LOOKS

BeforeChen Boyu   
30, COUNSELLOR  

A Lindy Hop and Jazz enthusiast, Boyu occasionally 
puts on Savoy Ballroom-style three-piece suits from 
the 1920s when he attends parties. He sources 
for the vintage outfi ts from costume shops and 
Salvation Army outlets, and each outfi t can cost 
$100 or more. But when not dancing, Boyu prefers 
to stick to a 'work uniform’ of white short-sleeved 
shirts paired with black, brown or grey pants. On 
his days off, he wears bermudas, T-shirts and 
sports shoes when catching up with friends. 

HIS MAKEOVER WISH
To try outfi ts that are more youthful and 
colourful. “Comfort is most important to me. 
I would like to fi nd a way to look stylish and 
yet still be able to move around easily,” he says.

When it comes to shopping, Boyu prefers 
to go on two major shopping sprees a year, 
spending up to $500 on each occasion. “I prefer 
to buy good-quality clothes that last me a long 
time,” he explains. 

HIS NEW LOOK
Pairing slim-cut bermudas with a cotton shirt in the 
same colour palette, the colour combination and the 
long sleeves of the shirt help to streamline Boyu’s 
silhouette. To complete the look, he wears his hair 
swept to the side to soften his slightly round face. 
For this makeover, Boyu also swaps his glasses for 
contact lenses to reveal his expressive eyes. 

B lu eB lu e    

Coded
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Tipbox

Try carrying a bag in 

a bright colour if you 

are not accustomed 

to wearing 

vibrant hues

Straw fedora hat from 
Billabong, $49.90

1

Leather belt from 
Billabong, $29.90

3

Multicoloured printed 
pouch from Crumpler, 
$48

5

Drawstring backpack from 
Crumpler, $40

6

Cotton shirt from The 
Editor's Market, $79

7

Cotton bermudas from 
The Editor's Market, $79

8

Leather sneakers from 
Pedro, $93

9

2
Silver ring from Swatch 
$89

Blue strap watch from 
Swatch, $103

4

6

4

1

2

3

7

8 9

5

Colour CodedCoded
Try pops of colour to add zing to weekend togs. by JOLENE LIMUCO
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If you’re holding out on taking your relationship 
to greater heights, here are more reasons to do so. 
Research shows that being in love benefi ts your 
well-being and appearance. by AUDREY LIM

HELPS YOU 
LOOK YOUNGER 
It is often said that you can tell when 
someone is in love — they look 
happier, 
smile more 
and perhaps 
even look 
younger 
and more 
attractive. 
The reason? 
Endorphins 
that are 
produced by the body. These increase 
blood fl ow to the skin, keeping it soft 
and smooth. The hormone oxytocin 
also triggers the release of DHEA, 
an anti-aging hormone which 
generates cell restoration in the body 
and reduces the development of 
wrinkles. When a person is in love, the 
increased supply of food and oxygen 
to the skin cells give a person’s face a 
healthier glow. 

WHAT’S UP WITH LOVE
buzz

Get high high on love

What 
      your           

        shoes 

sayabout 

     you

IMPROVES YOUR MEMORY
Ever wonder why words spoken by 
your loved one are much easier to 
recall? Scientists at the University of 
Pavia in Italy found that falling in love 
raises levels of oxytocin, a hormone 
which triggers the growth of new brain 
cells, thereby boosting your memory. 
Helen Fisher, author of Why We 
Love: The Nature and Chemistry of 

Romantic 
Love 
explained, 
“The area 
of the mind 
that stores 
recall is 
activated 
(when you 
are in love). 

From an evolutionary perspective, we 
need to remember traits about this 
person to help stay in love”.

MAKES YOU FITTER
We’ve heard of working out to impress 
a date, but can being in love actually 
improve your fi tness levels? A survey 
done on 400 competitive athletes, 
aged 16 to 38, suggests that loving 
relationships can enhance athletic 
performance. Michael L. Sachs, sports 
psychologist at Temple University in 
the United States, explained that while 
the research doesn’t conclusively prove 
that love will help you 
perform better or 
win a competition, 
it makes intuitive 
sense. “If you’re 
in love, life is 
generally better 
and you feel 
more energised,” 
he reasoned.

Women are known to match shoes to 
their moods, while men 
choose shoes for practical 
reasons. Whatever the 
case, the shoes you 
wear on a fi rst date can 
send out certain signals 
about your personality. 
Yet many singles pay far 
more attention to their clothes 
without realising the huge impact a 
well-selected pair of shoes can make. 

Victoria Cambell, Chief Designer at 
U.R.S & inc suggests selecting shoes that 
best convey your personality. However, 
think about making the right impressions 
when on a date. “Flip-fl ops may not be 
appropriate as they suggest you didn’t 
put in any effort into the outfi t,” she says. 

55%
of athletes said 

that being in 
love boosted 
their athletic 
performance.

Source, “Love May 
Boost Athletic 

Performance”, WebMD.
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Examples 
of the different 

impressions 
you’ll give by 

wearing certain 
types of shoes
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BALLET FLATS
Laid-back and chic. Opt 
for a dash of colour to 

brighten your look.

HIGH HEELS
Sexy and confi dent. 
Wear it to spice up 

an outfi t.

COLOURED HEELS
A fun personality. Wear 

it as a centrepiece 
to bring colour to an 

otherwise plain outfi t. 

PLAIN PUMPS
Elegant and 

sophisticated. A safe 
and perhaps 

conservative choice.

LENGTHENS YOUR LIFE SPAN
Wedding vows that promise “till death 
do us part” hint of a life of growing old 
together. Now studies have indicated 
that being in a loving relationship 
can lengthen one’s lifespan and thus 
prolong companionship. 

Research conducted at Utah State 
University attributed a person’s longer 
lifespan to high self-esteem established 
from his or her partner’s positive 
feedback. This lowers the odds of 
depression. Dr Redford Williams, 
Director of Behavioral Medicine 
Research Centre at Duke University, 
also observed that people adopt safer 
behaviours when they have a partner. 

“For example, you’re less likely 
to risk your life with smoking, binge 
drinking, or dangerous eating habits if 
a loved one depends on you,” he said.

Feeling connected is essential 
to good health too. A lack of love 
causing social isolation increases the 
risk of early death by up to fi ve times. 
Perhaps you can take a step towards 
striking up new friendships with a 
new hobby. Turn to p41 for upcoming 
events you can sign up for.
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TRAINERS 
For a casual and fun look, 
choose colours to match 
the mood; brown trainers 
for a conservative take, 
while colours create a 

funkier image.

MOCCASINS 
Very trendy at the moment, moccasins are 
perfect for days when you wish to dress 
down yet look smart at the same time. 

Pair them with jeans or khaki trousers for 
a casual date, or wear with bermudas 

for a day out at the park.

FORMAL SHOES 
Sleek and 

well-groomed, but the 
wearer could come 
across as uptight. 

LOWERS YOUR 
CHOLESTEROL
Being in love also comes with health 
advantages. According to a study 
published in the journal Human 
Communication Research, expressing 
your feelings for your other half is 
good for the heart. Participants in 
the study were tasked to spend three 
20-minute sessions writing about their 
loved ones over a fi ve-week period. 
Those who did so and expressed their 
love in writing showed a signifi cant 
decrease in low-density lipoproteins 
(bad) cholesterol levels. So being in 
love might actually benefi t matters of 
the heart — literally.
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Learning a bit more about yourself can 
help you make better decisions about 
your love life. by MELODY TAN 

THE NON-CONFORMIST
The non-conformist stands out from the 

crowd, to say the least. These people are true 
individuals who march to the beat of their 
own drum. If you are a 
non-conformist, you can 
often be found working in 
occupations that require 
intense solo concentration 
and innovation, such as 
design or engineering. 

Many of your 
friends and relatives will 
appreciate your charming 
honesty, independent 
thinking and unique 
fashion sense. However, 
be careful that your 
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MEET SOMEONE NEW
gettingtoknow

What kind of date
T he more we know about ourselves, the 

better we relate to others. And when it 
comes to dating, knowing which category 

of archetypal characters you fall into may help 
you to identify and work on any negative traits, 
while highlighting your positive characteristics. 
So identify your date personality and understand 
yourself on a deeper level.  

THE HIGH-FLYER
The high-fl yer is successful, well-travelled 

and has expensive tastes. You enjoy the fi ner things 
in life and fi nd it diffi cult 
to settle for anything less. 

Typically, the 
high-fl yer is intelligent, 
sociable and articulate — 
unfortunately, you may 
sometimes come across 
as arrogant and impatient. 
You know what you want 
out of life and cannot 
tolerate people who hem 
and haw when making 
decisions.  

Joan Ong, the co-
founding director of 
SDNTrust accredited 
dating agency Champagne 
JSG, says that such individuals should learn to relax 
and step out of the goal-oriented mode. “Make the 
effort to listen more and show interest in what 
your dates are talking about,” she says. “You should 
also remind yourself that the world is not going to 
collapse without you.”  

?are you
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offbeat mannerisms do not unintentionally scare 
away potential partners. 

According to Joanne Wang, events manager 
at SDNTrust dating agency VivaOne, “such 
non-conformist behaviour is usually due to the 
benign neglect of social conventions, which can 
be straightened out with the help of feedback from 
trusted friends.” With a little polishing of your 
manners, your unique personality will shine through. 

THE GIRL OR GUY NEXT DOOR 
The girl or guy next door is pleasant, eager 

to please and sweet-natured — perhaps to the 
point of being dull. You much prefer harmony and 
consensus over making a stand — even if you feel 
strongly about the current 
state of global warming 
for instance. 

To avoid coming 
across as a pushover, 
Joan advises the girl or 
guy next door to make 
an effort to express 
their likes or dislikes 
out loud. “Be more open 
in sharing your own 
opinions. To start with, 
you can constantly remind 
yourself to avoid saying 
‘anything’ or ‘whatever’ as 
an answer.”

Adds Joanne, “You 
may wish to take the initiative to get to know your 
dates and be involved in activities together. Another 
idea is to be passionate about your interests, and 
share them with others.” 

THE BEAUTY QUEEN OR KING
You are a self-declared Narcissus who is 

not shy to show off your good looks. If you are 
female, you are often decked out in full make-up 
and elaborately-manicured nails. If you are male, 

you have a good physique 
and always dress sharply. 
While being a beauty king 
or queen will make you 
the envy of everyone else, 
constantly fussing over 
your looks means that 
your date can’t expect to 
partake in spontaneous 
activities, such as running 
hand-in-hand in the rain. 

According to Joan, 
beauty queens and 
kings must understand 

that their good looks will eventually fade. “Your 
personality and values are what will make a 
relationship last,” she points out. 

THE SERIAL DATER 
Fun, outgoing and the life of the party, the 

serial dater is an expert at showing their dates a 
great time, but they may 
be more in love with 
the idea of dating rather 
than with the thought of 
fi nding a life partner. 

If you have many 
friends of the opposite 
gender and often go 
out with them on dates, 
you may be a serial 
dater. These dates 
rarely progress into 
relationships. 

Joanne says that 
such individuals will only 
consciously seek out a 
suitable life partner if they are ready to settle down. 
She explains, “Serial daters tend to have unrealistic 
expectations of their dating partners and are unable 
to commit. It is essential for you to conduct a 
detailed introspection to understand yourself and 
what marriage means to you.”

THE CAUTIOUS DATER
Not the type to strike up a conversation with a 

stranger, the cautious dater prefers to move slowly and 
is often cynical about other people. Cautious daters 
tend to feel the most secure within their comfort zones 
at work or within a close-knit group of friends. 

When such people go 
on dates, they may come 
across as overly guarded 
about their personal 
lives. That seemingly 
impenetrable shield may 
hide a caring and devoted 
partner, but the diffi culty 
is getting past their 
defences. 

If you fall into this 
category and wish to start 
dating seriously, you have 
to open up and let your 
hair down in order to 
connect with a potential 
partner. Joan advises, 

“You can try to think of a few things about yourself 
that you rarely share and make an effort to share 
this information with your date.” 
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Signsigns
Reading the 
   danger

Are we blind to the 
warning signs in our 
relationships? Spot and 
deal with ‘red light’ 
issues at an early stage. 
by SHERENE KANG

H ave you ever driven on the 
wrong side of a one-way 
street or taken the wrong 

exit on the highway? If you had paid 
more attention to the directional signs 
on the road, you could have avoided 
the unnecessary detour. 

Similarly, there is a higher chance 
to salvage your relationship if you 
spot the ‘red lights’ at an early stage. 
As Mr Ang Thiam Hong, relationship 
coach at Edora Counselling Services, 
explains, red lights refer to trigger 
points that surpass one’s tolerance 
level. They can be verbal, like the 
use of taboo words; actionable, 
such as being overly possessive; 
or contextual, when words and/or 
actions are repeatedly said or done 
such that they become trigger points. 

Here are four common red lights 
and how you can respond to them: 

RED LIGHT #1

The Short Fuse 
What is it? Your muscles tense up, 
your heart rate increases, you feel 
breathless and all you see is a shade 
of red. We are all familiar with being 
overwhelmed with rage. But what if 
waiting in a queue or driving through 
bad traffi c is all it takes to rile your 
partner up? 
Example: For engineer Keith Huang, 
27, the trigger points are when he gets 
stressed at work. “I become impatient 
and snap at my fi ancée, whether I am in 
the right or not,” confesses Keith. 

Fortunately, his fi ancée, Audrey 
Tham, 24, knows better than to fi ght 
fi re with fi re. “When Keith snaps, I 
remind myself that he is probably 
angry with other things,” she says. 
And when the anger dissipates, Keith 
usually apologises. 
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Expert says: Joanne Wang, dating 
adviser from SDNTrust accredited 
dating agency VivaOne, affi rms that 
walking away is the right thing to do 
to diffuse tension. “Revisiting the ‘hot 
button’ issue after 10 minutes may see 
both parties in a more objective and 
reconciliatory frame of mind.”  

However, note that chronic anger 
manifests from more fundamental 
issues. Joanne advises, “Rejection 
or fear are common primal wounds 
in childhood that can lead to anger 
in adulthood. To be completely free 
from chronic anger, one should seek 
professional help.” 

RED LIGHT #2

The Green-Eyed Monster 
What is it? Signs of jealousy and 
possessiveness may include paranoia, 
covert stalking (even through 
Facebook) and calls to track your 
partner’s movements.
Example: For Rachael Tan, 22, and 
Josh Lim, 26, both in the banking 
industry, managing the green-eyed 
monster can be quite a challenge as they 
both work long hours and often have to 
entertain clients. Josh says, “Although 
we don’t get to spend much time 
together, I trust Rachael and believe that 
we are serious enough about each other 
to not cross the boundaries.”
Expert says: Joanne points out, 
“Overt jealousy may be due to 
unresolved issues, such as the lack 
of security from past relationships or 
being neglected as a child. Sometimes, 
all it takes is a heart-to-heart talk to 
iron out differences and meet each 
other halfway to give the assurance 
needed for the relationship.” 

However, she cautions, “You 
should walk away when the other 
party isolates you by curtailing your 
social interactions, or when he/she 
uses physical, emotional or mental 
abuse on you.” 

RED LIGHT #3

Difference in Lifestyles 
and Values
What is it? Such clashes arise from 
different activity choices, ideas about 

romance and future family plans. 
Different values can stem from one’s 
upbringing and cultural beliefs. 
Example: Janice Keng, 29, a legal 
counsel, and her fi ancé Ian Chua, 33, 
a pilot, have been dating for fi ve 
years. Occasionally, they face the 
challenge of accommodating each 
other’s spending patterns. “Ian comes 
from a family where the value of 
money was taught to him at a young 
age,” explains Janice. “On the other 
hand, I am used to receiving gifts and 
yearly family vacations.”

Janice, however sees the merits of 
Ian’s values. “Now I adopt a long-term 
approach to managing my fi nances,” 
she says.
Expert says: Theresa Pong, a 
Counsellor & Family Life Educator 
at Lakeside Family Centre, cites 
differing dispositions to spending as 
the most common example of lifestyle 
clashes among couples. “Some may 
view money as a form of security 
in their lives while others see it as 
a means to achieving happiness. 
Accepting your partner’s views 
towards money and what it means to 
him or her will help you fi nd the right 
balance in your relationship.” 

RED LIGHT #4

Problems with Prospective 
In-Laws
What is it? Your partner’s parents have 
overly high expectations of you, try to 
get too involved in your relationship, or 
are simply too hard to please. 
Example: Three’s a crowd especially 

when Alex Liew, 29, felt like he had 
to share his girlfriend Cecilia Chan, 
28, with her parents. “I sensed initial 
resistance from her parents. They had 
high expectations of their potential 
son-in-law and were very strict with 
us as a couple,” says Alex.

Eventually, he came to see the 
benefi ts of his prospective in-laws’ 
stern upbringing. “I realised that 
the key values that they instilled in 
Cecilia, such as fi lial piety, would 
make her a wonderful wife and 
mother,” Alex reveals. “Adopting 
a long-term approach to our 
relationship also allowed me to better 
distinguish between major issues and 
minor ones.” 
Expert says: According to Kelvin 
Ong, SDNTrust accredited dating 
practitioner Singles Mingle, settling 
down with a life partner is also about 
“welcoming the person’s family into 
the sphere”.

If you have met your partner’s 
folks a few times and foresee any 
potential problems with them, bring 
it up with your partner in a tactful 
manner. It is important that you 
generate awareness about the issue. 

“Bring your prospective in-laws 
out for a meal once in a while to get 
to know them better and vice versa,” 
suggests Kelvin. And if marriage 
is on the cards for the near future,  
“both of you should establish certain 
boundaries where you can make 
decisions without the interference of 
your parents,” he says, adding that this 
will prevent carrying forward those 
relationship red lights into a marriage.

“YOU SHOULD WALK 
AWAY WHEN THE 

OTHER PARTY ISOLATES 
YOU BY CURTAILING 

YOUR SOCIAL 
INTERACTIONS”
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NEED SOME LOVE ADVICE?
quiz

1. Your partner has a Golden 
Retriever. You dislike dogs. 
However, his/her attractive 
neighbour of the opposite 
gender has a Corgi and suggests 
that they walk the dogs 
together You:
a) Are relieved that you no longer 

have to accompany him/her on 
those unbearable dog walks. 

b) Put aside your dislike for 
pooches and tell your partner 
that you will accompany him/
her from now on. 

c) Get angry with your partner for 
even talking to the neighbour 
about walking the dogs together. 

2. Your partner has gone for a 
work function, promising to call 
you at 10pm. But at 11pm, you 
get an SMS that says that the 
party is in full swing and he/she 
can’t call you tonight. You: 
a) Are upset but say nothing. You 

will only tell him/her that you 
are upset when you meet up 
next time. 

b) Fully understand. He/she is 
probably just out having a great 
time with colleagues. 

c) Are furious and begin calling and 
texting your partner repeatedly 
to check on him/her. 

3. Your partner has been asked 
to join the ‘50 most gorgeous 
people’ competition in a 
magazine. You:
a) Kick up a big fuss and tell him/

her not to participate.  
b) Are happy for him/her but insist 

on accompanying your partner 
to the photo shoot and results 
party so that you can keep an 
eye on him/her. 

Jealousy is a normal human instinct but it can also ruin 
a relationship. Take this quiz to see how you fare on our 
Jealous-O-Meter, and what you can do about it. by JOLENE LIMUCO

IF YOU SCORE BETWEEN 10 AND 16
You are not the jealous type. In fact, you 
might want to ask yourself if you are too 
trusting or if you are in denial. According to 
registered psychologist and Director of The 
Counselling Place, Ho Shee Wai, having no 
jealousy at all in a relationship is not healthy. 
“Jealousy helps raise alarms to a potential 
breach in the boundaries of a relationship. 
I’ve seen cases where some people were fi ne 
with their partner’s fl irting, only to fi nd out 
later that their partner had slipped into an 
affair,” she says.  

IF YOU SCORE BETWEEN 17 AND 23
Your jealousy level is healthy. A little 
jealousy is acceptable — in fact, jealousy 
is a good indicator that you are protective 
of your relationship. “Being jealous helps 
us to protect our relationship from harm,” 
Shee Wai explains. “It acts like a car alarm 
that goes off when someone gets too close 
to the vehicle.” 

IF YOU SCORE BETWEEN 24 AND 30
You might be overly jealous and this might 
be holding your relationship back. Ask 
yourself what it is that you are insecure 
about — is your partner untrustworthy, or is 
your possessiveness bordering on paranoia?  
“Jealousy can create confl ict and tension if 
not managed properly,” Shee Wai warns. 
“If your feelings hinder normal functioning 
such as eating, sleeping or concentrating 
at work, it may not be normal.” Shee Wai 
suggests taking proactive steps to fi nd out 
what is bothering you. “If you worry that 
your partner may be too close to friends 
of the opposite gender, get to know these 
friends to reassure yourself that there is 
nothing to worry about.” 

How j ea lousj ea lous are you?

Tally your answers with the 
scores below to see how you 
rate on the Jealous-O-Meter:  

A B C
1. 2 4 6
2. 4 2 6
3. 6 4 2
4. 6 2 4
5. 4 6 2

JJJJJEEEEAAAAAAJ LLLLOOOOOOUUUUUS-OS-OS-OS-OO---MMMMMMMEEEETTTTEEEEERRRRREERT  

c) Are happy for him/her and ask 
your friends to cast their votes 
for your partner.  

4. You notice that your partner 
has befriended an attractive 
person of the opposite gender 
on Facebook. You:
a) Demand that he/she deletes 

the new friend and start 
complaining about the number 
of friends of the opposite gender 
he/she has. 

b) Don’t do anything. Who your 
partner befriends is his/her 
business. 

c) Ask your partner who this new 
friend is to check if you have 
met him/her before. 

5. Your partner tells you that he/
she has a class reunion, where 
his/her ex will be present. You:
a) Let him/her know that you are 

concerned but don’t make a big 
fuss about it. 

b) Insist on accompanying him/her 
to the class reunion. 

c) Don’t mind that your partner 
is still in touch with his/her ex, 
as it shows that he/she does 
not burn bridges even after a 
relationship is over. 
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LAWS OF ATTRACTION
chat

LoveLovemeans a 
  helping hand 

Singles share their thoughts on how 
relationships can be a transformative 
experience. by JOLENE LIMUCO

Do you feel that being in a 
relationship has improved your 
health and well-being? 
Denyse: I wouldn’t say that because 
I am stubborn by nature. But my 
partner always encourages me to 
exercise more. 
Kelvin: Yes, I suppose so because my 
partner nags at me. When I put on a 
bit of weight, she pointed it out and 
encouraged me to do something about 
it. Right now, I’m more conscious of 
my weight and I defi nitely exercise 
more to keep her happy! 
Debbie: I have learnt to take care of 
myself more. For example, after a 
long, stressful day at work, my partner 
cheers me up with his encouraging 
words. This in turn gives me more 
energy to focus on things outside of 
work, such as my friends and family. 
Edwin: It has certainly made me 
more active. Recently, my partner and 
I participated in a marathon in Hong 
Kong. Her participation encouraged 
me to push myself to complete the 
run. We’ve also signed up at a gym to 
exercise together.

On the subject of lifestyle choices, 
what are your deal-breakers and 
how would you convince your 
partner to give up a bad habit?  
Denyse: One of my deal-breakers is 
smoking. If my partner smokes, I’d 
tell him to think about the long-term 
effects on his health. I’d also tell him 
to think about his family and the 
effects of second-hand smoke on his 
loved ones. 

Denyse Jansz
28, ASSISTANT 
MARKETING 
MANAGER

Share an anecdote on how your 
partner has helped you to be a 
better person and offered you 
support in rough times. 
Denyse: My partner supported me 
emotionally when I was struggling 
with my university studies. It was 
sweet of him because even though he 
wasn’t the one taking the exams, he’d 
sit down with me until 5am to keep me 
company while I was studying. 
Debbie: I was given the opportunity 
to work overseas but initially I 
didn’t want to take it up because 

Kelvin: I don’t really have any deal-
breakers. I believe that if you really 
want to be with someone, you have to 
accept the way he or she is, fl aws and 
all. If you are uncomfortable with that 
person, you wouldn’t be with him or 
her in the fi rst place! 
Edwin: Like Denyse, my deal-breaker 
is smoking. I used to go out with 
someone who smokes. I tried telling 
her that it is bad for health. I passed 
her articles to read and even gave 
her apples to munch on when she 
had cravings. Unfortunately, I was 
unsuccessful in my efforts. 

How would you show support to 
your partner if he/she is going 
through a rough patch? 
Denyse: I’ll be there for the person, 
listen to his worries and problems, and 
just make my presence felt to let him 
know that I’m there to support him on 
whatever he decides to do. 
Debbie: It depends on what the rough 
patch is. If I can make things better, I’d 
defi nitely try my best to help. 
I think more importantly, it is about 
understanding his situation and being 
more patient with his emotional needs. 
That’s because when someone is going 
through a rough patch, he/she tends to 
be a bit more temperamental. 
Kelvin: You should not give up on 
your partner. It defi nitely does not help 
to get frustrated with him/her either. 
Edwin: I think the best thing to do is 
to provide a listening ear. 
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I wanted to stay in Singapore. My 
partner’s encouragement gave me the 
confi dence to take on the opportunity 
even though that meant that both of us 
would be apart. 
Kelvin: During my school days, I fell 
into bad company for a period of time. 
But my girlfriend was always there to 
talk to me and advise me to do what 
was right. She was also constantly 
encouraging me to be my best. 
Edwin: For a period of time, I 
was very stressed at work — I was 
organising a major event and had to 
juggle that with teaching. My partner 
was very understanding through it all 
and advised me to keep calm. 

Do you think that the more similar a 
couple is, the easier it is to achieve 
a positive change? Or is this better 
achieved between opposites?
Denyse: I believe it’s the former, 
because we’d share the same values 
and goals. 
Debbie: I think every couple 
is unique. While I do think that 
fundamentally my partner’s values 
should be similar to mine, there may 
be certain areas where we may have 
differences. These differences may be 
complementary. For instance, he may 

be good at something in which I am 
not. If he is willing to guide me along, 
I believe that we can work together 
better as a team. 
Edwin: I used to go out with 
someone who was totally different 
from me — we struggled to make our 
relationship work. I feel that the more 
compatible the couple is, the better. 
Denyse: I also had a partner who 
was a little different from me. We 
disagreed on a lot of things. In the 
end, we didn’t manage to go through 
the obstacles.
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Edwin Shen 
28, LECTURER 

Debbie Chia
29, AUDITOR

Kelvin Lim 
27, COFFEE BARISTA 
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TRUE STORIES TO INSPIRE
it’samatch

L ove is not without its challenges 
but that’s not necessarily a 
bad thing for Jackie Goh and 

Mint Leong, both 26. Sparks fi rst fl ew 
when they were faced with one. Both 
parties, who were single then, were 
participants in The New Paper Dating 
Challenge organised by the Social 
Development Network (SDN) in 2009.

Throughout a span of fi ve weeks, 
the eight fi nalists, four women and 
four men, were tasked to perform a 
series of challenges in different couple 
teams. These challenges included 
building a sandcastle, pizza-making 
and laser combat. 

“Mint and I just happened to be 
teamed up together most of the time,” 
says Jackie, an air traffi c controller, 
who had been single for two years 
at that point. “When we fi rst met, I 
learnt that she was juggling work 
commitments and studies at the 
same time. Her diligence caught my 
attention… and I found her attractive 
too,” confesses Jackie.

However, Mint had her 
reservations. “I had been single for 
a year and met many guys who were 
very playful,” says the professional 
blogger and video jockey. “I was 
also sceptical about whether such 
matchmaking events really worked 
and merely joined for the purpose of 
making new friends,” she says.

NICE GUYS STILL EXIST
Mint soon warmed up to Jackie’s 
personality when they were paired 
during the sandcastle-building 

challenge at East Coast Park. 
The activity not only brought 
them together, but also 
helped them to refl ect on the 
effort it took to build 
a relationship.

“We realised that building 
a successful sandcastle 
was like building a lasting 
relationship — both require 
a strong foundation. When 
Jackie described himself to be 
fun-loving, fi lial, honest and 
open-minded, it struck me that 
this fi tted the qualities that I was 
looking for in a partner,” Mint 
notes with a smile.

Jackie quickly seized the 
opportunity to accompany Mint 
for a manicure after the challenge. 
“Even though it was our fi rst date, 
it was more of a spontaneous 
thing,” says Jackie. He had wanted 
to get to know Mint better outside 
of the challenge. 

Even though their fi rst date was a 
brief one, Mint was touched by Jackie’s 
earnest and down to earth personality. 
“I thought I would never meet the guy-
next-door or be in a relationship again. 
Then, Jackie came along,” quips Mint.

FANNING THE FLAME
It was not long before Jackie and 
Mint realised they were meant for 
each other. By the third week of the 
challenge, the rest of the contestants 
realised that these two were a lot 
closer than when they started out. 
“When they found out that Jackie and 

Finding love in a dating challenge may seem contrived but 
Jackie Goh and Mint Leong share that it has come very 
naturally to them.  by SHERENE KANG
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I were seeing each other, they were 
happy for us and encouraged us to 
continue hanging out,” adds Mint.

After the challenge ended, the 
couple continued to explore activities 
together. “I’m open to the new things 
that Mint suggests,” says Jackie. He 
had taken up Mint’s offer of trying the 
Sentosa MegaZip on his 25th birthday. 

The adventurous couple also 
rediscovered Singapore together by 
having dates at the Sungei Buloh 
Wetland Reserve, Singapore Science 
Centre and East Coast Park. 
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POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT
However, it wasn’t always a smooth 
journey for both Jackie and Mint as 
the couple had to deal with personality 
differences. “I am more outspoken and 
Jackie tends to be more introverted,” 
admits Mint. “At times, I may get 
fl ustered when I fi nd that he is too 
quiet or passive.” 

Fortunately, the couple has 
received strong support from family 
and friends. “There was once we had 
a quarrel and I was reconsidering the 
relationship,” Mint recalls. “His friends 
came all the way to my house to help 
me work it out and I was touched by 
their gesture.” 

The couple now has a new 
common interest — Bubble, a two-
year-old toy poodle which Jackie 
bought two years ago to cheer Mint up 
when she was getting too stressed at 
work. The pair enjoys taking turns to 
bring Bubble for grooming sessions. 
They also organise regular ‘dog-meet’ 

to propose on Mint’s 26th birthday. 
Knowing how much his girlfriend loves 
dogs, he arranged for the birthday 
girl to be called on stage during a dog 
show at the zoo. 

“I hid my hair band in one of the 
boxes and the performing dog not 
only uncovered it but also found a 
love letter written by Jackie. It was 
then, in front of 300 people, that Jackie 
appeared and popped the question,” 
says Mint.

The couple will be tying the knot 
early next year and they are looking 
forward to the completion of their 
fl at in 2014. As both Jackie and Mint 
were single for some time before they 
found love, they agree that keeping 
an open mind and an open heart are 
important aspects in helping them 
fi nd each other. “I was sceptical about 
fi nding love in a dating challenge but 
I came to realise that love, regardless 
of the context, happens very 
naturally,” says Mint.

sessions with their friends — it’s a 
chance for them (and their dogs) to 
catch up over a cup of coffee. 

THE MOMENT OF TRUTH
For Jackie who is calm by nature, one 
of the most nerve-wracking moments 
in his life was when he proposed 
to Mint in January this year, at the 
Singapore Zoological Gardens. 

“I noticed he was not himself that 
day and was looking very pale,” says 
Mint. “He was vomiting and even lost 
his appetite for lunch!” 

Prior to the actual proposal, 
Jackie’s plans had already been 
thwarted twice. “I had planned to 
propose during a cable car ride but 
Mint told me she was afraid of heights. 
Then I wanted to get down on one knee 
at the end of The New Paper Big Walk 
but Mint said she was not interested to 
join this year,” says Jackie.

But Jackie’s persistence paid 
off and he found the opportunity 

ng sessions.
ar ‘dog-meet’ 

of the context, happens ver
naturally,” says Mint.

But Jackie s persistence paid 
off and he found the opportunity 

WE REALISED 
THAT BUILDING 

A SUCCESSFUL 
SANDCASTLE WAS LIKE 
BUILDING A LASTING 
RELATIONSHIP — BOTH 
REQUIRE A STRONG 
FOUNDATION.  
— Mint 
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happenings

Singles were treated to a day of fun 
at the Date to be Different event, 
organised by SDN on 11 February. 

CATCH ALL THE ACTION

DatingDating

T he one-day mega-dating event 
held at Suntec Singapore 
Ballroom saw around 1,200 

participants taking part in a variety 
of stage programmes, activities 
and workshops designed to suit 
individuals of all tastes. The activities 
included a movie screening of Science 
fi ction fi lm — Chronicle, an A-maze-
ing Race challenge that got everyone 
up on their feet running around the 
island to solve challenges and a 
Coffee-Mate Workshop that gave an 
insight into the history of coffee and 
the steps needed to make a good 
cuppa, among others.

Daniel, 37, a consultant, was one 
of the participants who attended the 
coffee appreciation workshop. “I 
learnt about coffee and its history. It is 
something new to me, so it was quite 
insightful,” he said.

Those who did not register in 

Activities scheduled for the 
afternoon included the popular ice 
cream making workshop named 
Scream Ice Cream, as well as the 
Fiddle de Ukulele and Board the 
Games events. Generally, participants 
were happy to pick up a new skill or 
instrument, or pit their skills against 
other avid gamers.

Irene, 38, a teacher, said of the 
Fiddle de Ukulele workshop, “I really 
enjoyed the sharing and gaining 
of knowledge.”

The day culminated in a mass 
speed dating event attended by close 
to 200 singles, who enjoyed the 
good company of new friends while 
indulging in a lavish buffet spread. 

fun and games

time for the workshops were able 
to mingle with other singles at stage 
programmes, which included guest 
appearances by Fly Entertainment 
artiste Bobby Tonelli and media 
personality Felicia Chin. There 
was also a talk on “Magnetising the 
man/woman of your dreams” and 
a makeover demonstration by a 
relationship and grooming expert. 

A few sporting individuals even 
strutted their stuff on stage. 26-year-
old property agent Wendy Tan was 
one of them. She went on stage to 
demonstrate the chicken dance. She 
said, “Dancing onstage was a test of 
my guts. I was nervous, but I tried 
whatever I could. I defi nitely enjoyed 
the experience!”

Other than stage performances, 
there were also other hall activities that 
allowed individuals to interact, such as 
air hockey and giant ‘Jenga’ blocks.

Singles met new friends at the mass speed dating event

Laying the foundation for new friendships

Relationship expert giving advice on 
attracting the right partner

Battle between the genders 
at a foosball game
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“The Coffee-Mate event 
was quite informative.”

Angel, 38, Banking

“I decided to try out 
(speed dating) for this 
event because I heard 

that it was not bad and 
worth trying.”

Stanley, 33, Logistics Coordinator

“The A-maze-ing Race 
was pretty tough; the 
questions were quite 

challenging, but the race 
was not too bad.”
Karen, 33 Finance Executive

“The stage 
events were 

interesting and 
engaging.”

 Alvin, 28, IT

Singles making new friends 
over fun and games

Learning the fi ner 
points of the ukeleke

Strumming the ukelele in 

an impromptu jam

“I got to know a few 
more friends and 

watching (the) movie 
itself was an enjoyment 

for me.” 
Chia Shuan Min, 25, Process Technician

Grouping up to play cards

Dressed to impress

Sporting singles 

strutted the stage

Learning the secrets to 
a good cup of coffee

Handwriting analysis by a professional
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S E L F - I M P R O V E M E N T
books

The Wheel of Time 
BY ROBERT JORDAN

Part of a planned 14-book series 
by the late fantasy author Robert 
Jordan, The Wheel of Time is a 
classic work about a group of 
childhood friends who are thrown 
into a struggle to save the world 
from destruction by evil forces. 

Elfi n came across the fi rst 
volume of the series in a bookstore. 
“It has a little something for every 
fantasy fi ction-lover — from a 
world of imaginary cultures to 
a wide range of abilities that are 
unique to each of the characters,” 
he says. “In addition, the story is 
fast-paced and fi lled with many 
gripping climaxes.” 

While the book may 
come across as intimidating 
to non-fantasy fans due to its 
highly detailed ‘other-worldly’ 
environments, Elfi n enjoys the 
series’ occasional forays into 
social and political science 
theories. “The book shows that 
relationships can often shift in 
tandem with changes in social 
standings and responsibilities,” he 
explains. “For example, when they 
get into a position of power, some 
characters try to use close friends 
for their own benefi t.”

Elfi n’s favourite character, 
however, is a model of integrity. “Matrim Cauthon, a master 
strategist in battles, is witty, charming and shows great 
adaptability in various situations. But what I like best about 
him is that he never breaks his promises, even when 
keeping them leads him into trouble. He also doesn’t 
give up when his back is against the wall.” 

How to Avoid Marrying a Jerk  
BY JOHN VAN EPP

Written by therapist Dr John Van Epp, who has 
conducted relationship workshops internationally, 
this book offers a comprehensive overview on how 
to better understand human relationships and avoid 
dating people who are wrong for you. As Ai Weig 
sums up, the book teaches you “how to love with 
your heart and your head at the same time”. 

Ai Weig picked up the book after attending the 
2003 Marriage Convention organised by the Ministry 
of Community, Youth and Sports, which featured 
Dr Van Epp as a speaker. She found the title’s blunt 
honesty “captivating” and enjoyed learning how to 
fi nd out more about a potential partner’s qualities 
before committing to a relationship. 

As she says, “Whether we like it or not, there are 
people who are jerks. They may look very charming, 
but their actions reveal their true character.” 

A fan of Christian and psychology books, she 
also appreciated the book’s uplifting overall message; 
that the search for a partner should be part of a 
lifelong journey of self-discovery. “This realisation 
led me to learn more about myself,” she says.

Singles Elfi n Lim and Ong Ai Weig 
tell DUET what they’ve learnt about 
people and relationships from their 
favourite books. by MELODY TAN

ELFIN LIM
28, RESEARCH OFFICER

Elfi n, who works in the 
biomedical science fi eld, 
enjoys playing soccer on 
weekends. When he’s 
not sweating it out on 
the pitch, this quiet and 
well-spoken man prefers 
reading or chilling with 
friends at Trung Nguyen 
Coffee at Liang Court or 
Ricciotti at The Riverwalk. 
Elfi n’s ideal partner is 
someone who possesses 
the confi dence and energy 
to pursue her dreams and 
who will in turn, challenge 
him to achieve his own life 
goals. She should also be 
patient enough to build 
a rapport with his family 
and friends, and be willing 
to work out compromises 
during disagreements. 

Reading 
into relationships

ONG AI WEIG
30, LECTURER

Active singleton Ai Weig enjoys cycling, 
swimming and rollerblading at East Coast 
Park or Sentosa on weekends. She also 
fi nds time to express her artistic side 
through drawing, playing the guitar and 

writing songs. She believes 
that it is important for 
couples to share common 
values and motivate each 
other towards future goals. 
Ai Weig is looking for 
someone who is willing 
to commit and 
communicate with her, in 
order to maintain the love 
and trust needed for a 
lifetime relationship.

orays into 
science 
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ONG AI WEI
30, LECTURER

Active singleton
swimming and 
Park or Sentosa
fi nds time to ex
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Get to know easy-going Hafi dz, a guy with a 
penchant for football and books. Or connect 
with bubbly Jasmine, who loves jamming 
and cooking up a storm.  by STEPHANIE PENG 

F R O M  W W W. S D N . S G
personals

LOVE IS… an awesome feeling because you 
are always on a ‘high’ when your special 
someone is around you.  

MY IDEA OF A PERFECT DATE… involves 
having a wonderful conversation.

WHAT I WILL DO TO WIN YOUR 
HEART… I will make you feel special every 
day, and let you know that you’re always on 
my mind.

LOVE IS… being patient and kind. Love 
should not be selfi sh.  

MY IDEA OF THE PERFECT DATE IS… 
enjoying a good conversation and having a 
good connection. 

THE PERFECT RELATIONSHIP IS... built 
on honesty and communication, as well as 
knowing each other’s needs — spiritual, 
emotional and physical.

Make a new friend!friend!
Mohammad Hafi dz
30, TEACHER 
Personals Nickname: fi zzi

Hafi dz might seem a 
little quiet and shy when 
you fi rst meet him, 
but beneath the quiet 
exterior is a humorous 
and outgoing man. The 
oldest of three children, 
Hafi dz is a family-oriented guy 
who enjoys being outdoors. This 
Manchester United supporter is usually on the 
football fi eld during the weekends. And when 
he is not in the thick of action on the pitch, he 
is coaching secondary school kids in the fi ner 
points of the game. “I won’t complain if my 
signifi cant other shares my interest in the game,” 
he confi des, “but it is not a must!”  

Hafi dz also loves reading and hopes to own a 
small library one day. His favourite books include 
On the Road by Jack Kerouac and Middlesex by 
Jeffrey Eugenides.  

He also has an adventurous streak; besides 
soccer, his other love is his Suzuki GSX-R1000 
motorcycle which he enjoys taking for a spin 
around town. 

Hafi dz hopes to meet someone who is open-
minded. He believes that opposites attract and is 
looking forward to trying out new activities with 
his partner. Most importantly, he hopes she will 
be someone who will get along with his family, 
and who he can trust.

Jasmine Zhang
29, RECRUITER
Personals Nickname: ahzhi 

Bubbly Jasmine might just be the person to ask if 
you need tips for learning a musical instrument. She 
played the saxophone in the symphonic band during 
secondary school days, and until now never misses 
an opportunity to jam to pop and rock music or grab 
a few friends for an impromptu karaoke session. Her 
musical palette is varied, ranging from gospel and 
bossa nova to Mandopop and R&B. 

The youngest of three in a close-knit family, 
Jasmine is a warm and friendly woman with an 
ability to make anyone feel at ease. Besides music, 
her other interests include running marathons 
— she recently completed the 2011 Standard 
Chartered Marathon in December. And when she 

is not pounding the pavement or 
working out at the gym, Jasmine 

can be found at home baking 
up a storm. “Preparing food 
for my friends and family is 
my way of showing that I 
love and appreciate them,” 
she says.

Jasmine hopes to meet 
someone who is considerate, 

humble, loving, and respects 
her opinions. She believes that the 

key to a stable relationship is understanding and 
respect. She hopes to fi nd someone with whom 
she can share every moment with — both good 
and bad. 
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I’ll be 30 this year. Due to my hectic work schedule, I’ve been single for a few years now. 
How can I get back into shape and get back into the dating game?

S H A R E *A  F R E S H  P E R S P E C T I V E 
askthepanel

Lionel Lim
LIFESTYLE COACH (GROOMING, HEALTH & FITNESS)

You can dress up by choosing outfi ts that complement your 
body frame. When you look good, you’ll feel good too.

FOR MEN 

If you are slim: Choose solid plain colours, horizontal-
striped shirts or experiment with layering your clothes to 
make your shoulders appear broader. Opt for slim-fi tted 
shirts as they will fi t you better.

If you are on the heavy side: Consider a straight-cut 
shirt as it allows more room for you to manoeuvre in. Pay 
special attention to the collar sizing — a good gauge is to 
allow a two-fi nger space, especially if you have to wear 
a tie. Avoid double-breasted jackets and pleated pants as 
these add extra bulk to your frame. 

Also, no matter what size you are, you should get a haircut 
once a month to maintain the shape of your hair. 

FOR WOMEN 

If you are slim: Choose A-line, panelled and boxed skirts 
or even those with an asymmetrical cut. Tops or blouses 
with full, half or quarter sleeves will add volume. Avoid 
accessories that dangle as these will elongate your frame. 
Experiment with hairstyles that add volume and break the 
length of your slim frame. 

If you are on the heavy side: Choose clothes that do not 
restrict your movements. Avoid horizontal stripes and big 
prints as they will make you look bigger. Choose hairstyles 
that complement your frame — steer clear of chin-length 
bobs that could make your face look rounder.

If you have broad hips: Choose darker-coloured 
bottoms (such as black, navy or brown) and keep details to 
the minimum. Ensure your clothes fi t well. 

Eelyn Kok
CELEBRITY

People are often judged by the way they carry 
themselves. Having confi dence in yourself will make you 
more attractive. Here are some tips for that all-important 
fi rst date:

CHOOSING A VENUE
It’s best to check out his/her preferred venue. I recall 
going to a pub where the music was on at full blast and 
we ended up screaming our lungs out in a bid to hear 
each other. We ended up in an uncomfortable silence, too 
tired to battle against the noise. 

BE YOURSELF
A lot of people get so nervous during fi rst dates that they 
clam up for the entire night. Just be yourself —  try too 
hard to impress the other person and it might just backfi re 
on you. After all, how long can you put up an act? 

ASK QUESTIONS
Since fi rst dates are about fi nding out if both of you are 
compatible (and if there should be more dates to come), 
keep it light-hearted. Get your date to tell you more about 
himself/herself. Ask questions about your date to start 

the conversation going. 

BE CHIVALROUS
It’s tricky when the bill comes and 
girls are unsure whether they should 
be paying. Come on guys, after 
taking pains to look good for your 
benefi t, surely your date deserves a 

treat? And you will get bonus points for sending her back 
home at the end of the date, even if you don’t drive. It 
shows you are chivalrous and responsible. 

MOST OF ALL… HAVE FUN!
Don’t go to fi rst dates with any expectations other than 
just having fun and getting to know each other better.
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This simple full body workout 
can be done anywhere, so kick-start 
your journey to getting fi t (and getting 
a date)!

•  Start off with a 5-10 minute 
warm-up of light cardio 
(skipping, jogging etc).

•  Perform one or two sets of 12-15 
repetitions for each exercise below. 
For a weighted exercise, select 
a suitable weight where the last 
repetition is diffi cult but
not impossible to execute. 

•  Perform the workout 2-3 times 
a week, taking a day’s break in 
between each workout.

CHAIR SQUAT 
Place the chair just behind you and 
take a step forward, with your feet, 
shoulder width-apart, and your back 
facing the chair. Contract your abs 
and keep them tight as you bend your 
knees and slowly squat. Keep your 
knees behind your toes by pushing 
your butt out towards the chair. Slowly 
rise when your butt touches the chair. 
Repeat this exercise.

INCLINED PUSH-UPS 
Stand facing a bench or sturdy table. 
Place your hands on the edge, at a 
position which is slightly wider than 
your shoulder width. Position your 
feet away from the bench or table. 
Keep your arms and body straight. 
Your arms should be perpendicular to 
your body. Keeping your body straight, 
lower your chest towards the edge of 
the bench or table. Push your body 
upwards until your arms are extended. 
Repeat this exercise. 

SWIMMING 
Lie on your stomach with your 
arms and legs extended in opposite 
directions. Suck in your stomach and 
raise your head and chest slightly 
while pointing your nose down 
towards the mat. Inhale as you lift the 
opposite arm and leg, and exhale as 
you lower them. Alternate arms and 
legs for at least 10 counts.

CRUNCHES 
Lie fl at on your back with your knees 
bent. Place your hands behind your 
neck for support. Slowly 
raise your upper 
torso from the 
waist, while 
keeping your 
lower back on 
the mat. Raise 
it as high as 

Lavina Sim 
PERSONAL TRAINER

C possible. Slowly lower your shoulders 
until the back of your shoulders 
touches the mat. Repeat this exercise.

SEATED ROW WITH 
RESISTANCE BAND
Secure the resistance band around a 
sturdy object in front of you (or use 
a door attachment) at chest height 
when seated. The band should have 
a slight tension when your arms are 
outstretched. Grip the handles of the 
band with both your hands, and with 
palms facing each other, straighten 
your arms out in front. Keeping elbows 
close to the body, pull back on handles 
in a rowing motion until your hands 
are by the side of your ribcage, then 
return to the starting position. Do 
not shrug your shoulders during the 
exercise. Repeat this exercise.

SHOULDER PRESS
Hold a dumb-bell in each hand, and 
keep your arms by the side of your 
body. Bend your arms at the elbows 
and raise the dumb-bells to your 
shoulders. From that point, raise the 
dumb-bells upwards until your arms 
are extended overhead. Lower the 
dumb-bells to your shoulders. Repeat 
this exercise.

For best weight loss results, combine 
this workout with regular cardio 
exercises and a healthy, 
low-calorie diet.
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See things in a 
different light. 
We gather three 
perspectives on 

getting back into 
the dating scene. 
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Buying frenzy    

Q My girlfriend of four 
months broke up with me. 
While we were dating, she 

would request for expensive dinners 
and ask me to reimburse her for 
the things she bought, even though 
her salary was higher than mine. I 
stopped my daily smses to her when 
I felt that she only cared about 
herself. After asking me to buy a 
mobile phone for her birthday, she 
accused me for being distant and 
broke up with me. Was I at fault? 
Is it normal for a girl to spend her 
boyfriend’s money this way? 
Dr Love: I hope that it is not your 
subliminal intention to convey that you 
have been buying her attention with 
material wants. Money is important, 
but no stable relationship is built 
on that alone. Know your strengths 
and weaknesses. Make a list of the 
desirable values and characteristics 
of a future partner from the most 
important to the least. Match your 
characteristics with those of your 

Another chance at love  

Q My girlfriend of two years told me she wanted a break from our 
relationship. She said it was a confl uence of factors but it mainly 
boiled down to her lack of security being with me. I was out of a 

job for the better part of last year. While I never stopped my job hunt, the 
constant rejections to my applications really destroyed my confi dence. And 
because of my low self-esteem, I became clingy with my girlfriend for fear 
that she would leave me. I really want another chance to make things right 
again, but she says that she feels emotionally drained at this point and 
can’t give me anything in return. I feel lost, confused and hurt. Do I have a 
chance to make things right with her? 
Dr Love: Your ability to refl ect and understand your circumstances is the 
fi rst step to winning your battle. Financial security is important to women, 
especially if she is looking at a long term relationship that leads to marriage. 
Everyone’s expectations vary. Speak to your partner about her expectations. 
Some of the traits that women look for in men include the ability to listen, 
being romantic, having a sense of humour and fi nancial stability. No one can 
tick all the boxes but you can at least work on some of those attributes that 
you can identify with. If you believe that your girlfriend is worth it, you may 
invest some time in re-romancing her. Persistence pays off sometimes. At the 
same time, remember that one has to move on if your relationship is not going 
forward or has come to a standstill. 

partner. Have in mind that no one is 
perfect and thus you should accept 
some weaknesses that your partner 
may have that are not detrimental to 
the foundation of the relationship. 
Dating is all about learning and 
understanding the other person. If 
your date is the one taking all the time, 
it is not normal. In any relationship, 
there should always be give and take. 

Looking for 
someone special 

Q I would like to fi nd a 
girlfriend who shares the 
same interests. However, I 

fi nd it diffi cult to fi nd a woman who 
is interested in Japanese martial 
arts and ghost-hunting. As a matter 
of fact, most girls are not impressed 
when I start telling them about my 
exploits in ghost-hunting. In the 
past, the girls I dated were also not 
interested in taking up martial arts 
with me. What do I do? 
Dr Love: Changing what you love to 
do is hardly a solution in your quest 
for love. Instead, see the odds as an 
opportunity. Attend more Japanese 
martial arts courses, paranormal 
exhibitions or wait for the next 
Halloween festival to meet females 
who share the same interests as you. 
There are also some shops that sell 
small fi gurines of ghosts and spooky 
creatures. You should go to these 
shops and start a light conversation 
with the women who frequent that 
shop. When there’s a will, there’s a 
way. Having said that, opposites also 
attract. Perhaps it is more important 
that a couple explore and develop 
shared interests but still have their 
own individual hobbies to pursue.

NEED SOME LOVE ADVICE?
asktheexpert

DUET’s resident relationship 
guru Dr Linda Haverkamp-Heng 
is here to hear you out and offer 
useful advice.

dr loveask

Log on to www.sdn.sg and click on “Ask Dr Love” to submit 
your question.
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To register for event(s):
• Log on to www.sdn.sg; or
• Contact the relevant event organiser (details on p48).

Event details are correct at time of print. For a complete listing of events/
activities organised by SDN’s partners, please log on to www.sdn.sg

ENRICH YOUR LIFE

15 Apr (Sun) 
IN LOVE AT SEA  
by MY PERFECT LINK

Raffl es Marina. 10am – 2pm. 
$168. GS: 12. CD: 10 Apr.

Fall in love at sea with a romantic 
ride on a yacht and cruise to Johor 
Bahru for a group lunch with 
new friends. Experience the thrill 
and fun of learning to steer the 
yacht under the supervision of a 
professional yachting instructor.  

Price includes lunch. 

27 Apr (Fri)
CASUAL DINING DATE @   
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CAFÉ 
by SINGLES MINGLE

National Geographic Café @ 
VivoCity #01-19. 7pm – 9.30pm. 
$40. GS: 28. CD: 24 Apr. 

Unwind after a hard day’s work 
and enjoy a casual four-course 
dinner with free fl ow of soft drinks 
at the National Geographic Café. 

28 Apr (Sat)
MARTINIS & HEELS PARTY  
by CLIQUE WISE

Oyster Bar @ 70 Collyer Quay 
#01-01. 7.30pm – 9.30pm. $40.
GS: 30. CD: 24 Apr.

Celebrate the weekend at a new 
trendy lounge at Fullerton Bay as 
you network with new friends. 

8 Apr (Sun) 
BOARDGAMES  
by CHAMPAGNE JSG 

MP: TBC. 2pm – 6pm. $38. 
GS: 24. CD: 4 Apr. 

Bring out your inner child at 
this fun group date. Pair up as 
you challenge other groups at 
intellectual board games. It’s a 
fun and relaxing way to make 
new friends. 

Price includes free fl ow of drinks 
and light refreshments. 

<< 7 Apr (Sat)
HEALTHY HIKING  
@ BUKIT TIMAH HILL 
by SINGLES MINGLE 

Bukit Timah Nature Reserve. 
9.30am – 11.30am. $22. 
GS: 20. CD: 4 Apr. 

Escape the madding crowd and enter 
the peaceful surrounds of Bukit 
Timah Hill as you get acquainted 
with like-minded nature lovers.  

Price includes light refreshments. 

14 Apr (Sat)
ELEMENTARY MAGIC   
WORKSHOP: ESTABLISH 
INSTANT ATTRACTION
by THE DATING LOFT 

MP: TBC. 7pm – 9pm. $59.
GS: 22. CD: 11 Apr. 

Learn how to use cool magic 
tricks to break the ice and get to 
know your date better. 

A
P

R
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28 Apr (Sat)
TITANIC – THE ARTIFACT  
EXHIBITION
by LOVE EXPRESS

ArtScience Museum @ Marina Bay. 
2pm – 5pm. $49. GS: 24. CD: 24 Apr. 

Explore the new ArtScience 
Museum at Marina Bay Sands as 
you go back 100 years to the day the 
world’s largest passenger liner of its 
time sank. 

Price includes entrance fee to 
ArtScience Museum and 
Titantic Exhibition.

GSS promotion! Please refer to 
www.loveexpress.com.sg for details. 
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28 Apr (Sat) 
NUMEROLOGY  
— NAME, PERSONALITY & 
RELATIONSHIP ANALYSIS
by MY PERFECT LINK

NUSS Graduate Club @ 
Suntec City. 2.30pm – 5.30pm. 
$35. GS: 40. CD: 25 Apr. 

Understand your personality 
and relationship style better by 
using numerology. Learn more 
about this alternative art with 
professional numerologist and 
palmistry astrologer, Jason Lau. 
He will also dish out love advice 
to each participant. 

21 Apr (Sat)
BOTANIC GARDENS HIKE  
by LOVE EXPRESS

Botanic Gardens. 2pm – 5pm. 
$39. GS: 24. CD: 18 Apr. 

Calling all photography buffs and 
nature lovers, here’s your chance to 
get some fresh air as you meet new 
friends. Participants will be led by 
a professional guide as they gain 
insights into the heritage trees and 
trails at this picturesque spot.

GS: Group Size   CD: Closing Date   MP: Meeting Point   TBC: To Be Confi rmed
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28 Apr (Sat)
SILENT SPEED DATING:  
EXPRESS YOURSELF DIFFERENTLY
by THE DATING LOFT 

MP: TBC. 7pm – 9pm. $49. 
GS: 26. CD: 25 Apr. 

Imagine not being able to talk 
for two hours! Mingle in a 
relaxing environment as you 
try to communicate with other 
participants using non-verbal cues. 
You will be surprised at what can be 
communicated via scribbles, 
eye contact and body language. 
Defi nitely a must try for shy people. 

GSS promotion! Please refer to 
www.loveexpress.com.sg for details. 

GSS promotion! Please refer to 
www.loveexpress.com.sg for details. 

29 Apr (Sun) 
CHESS WORKSHOP 
by CLIQUE WISE

The Chess School, 674 North 
Bridge Road #02-01. 3.30pm – 
6.30pm. $42. GS:20. CD: 26 Apr.

Learn to master chess and wow the 
one you fancy while making new 
friends! You will learn the basic 

rules, as well as master variations 
of the classic game.  

Price includes chess 
workshop, light 
snacks and a drink.

14 Apr (Sat)
AMAZING NITE RACE   
@ ORCHARD 
by LOVE EXPRESS

Orchard Central. 7pm – 10pm. 
$39. GS: 24. CD: 11 Apr. 

Team up with other 
participants to complete 
tasks at this night-time 
Amazing Race. 
Winners of the race 
will walk away 
with prizes.  

Price includes a drink.

19 Apr (Thu) >>
DINNER DATING @ 1827  
by SINGLES MINGLE

The Arts House @ 1 Old 
Parliament Lane. 7pm – 9.30pm. 
$45. GS: 28. CD: 16 Apr.

Enjoy the cosy ambience of 1827 
as you dine on fi ery Thai cuisine. 
Make new friends, share a three-
course meal and bond over free 
fl ow of cordials.  

13 Apr (Fri) >>
DIY COCKTAIL-MIXOLOGY  
PARTY
by CLIQUE WISE

The Studio @ 778 North Bridge 
Road. 7.30pm – 9.30pm. $55. 
GS: 40. CD: 10 Apr.

Lounge in an intimate setting 
and make new friends in a plush 
environment, complete 
with creative cocktails 
for accompaniment. 

Price includes a DIY cocktail, 
a soft drink and fi nger food.  
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ENRICH YOUR LIFE

GSS promotion! Please refer to 
www.loveexpress.com.sg for details. 

To register for event(s):
• Log on to www.sdn.sg; or
• Contact the relevant event organiser (details on p48).

Event details are correct at time of print. For a complete listing of events/
activities organised by SDN’s partners, please log on to www.sdn.sg

26 May (Sat) 
THAT’S ROCK ‘N’ FUN!  
BOULDERING ORIENTATION   
by THE DATING LOFT

MP: TBC. 3pm – 5pm. $59. 
GS: 22. CD: 23 May. 

For an adrenaline-pumping good 
time, scale the X-Current vertical 
wall and impress your new friends. 
Instructors will be at hand to 
provide guidance to ensure that 
all climbers learn safety and basic 
climbing skills. 

12 May (Sat) >>
CABLE SKI GETAWAY   
by CHAMPAGNE JSG 

MP: TBC. 9am – 9pm. $128.
GS: 20. CD: 9 May. 

For a fun day out under the sun, 
sign up for this cable ski expedition 
and experience the thrill of riding 
the waves and meeting a group of 
adventure-seekers like yourself! 

Price includes lunch, two-
way ferry transfer, rental of 
ski equipment and in-house 
coaching. 

M
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<< 5 May (Sat)
SINGAPORE ROMANCE  
ON WHEELS
by SINGLES MINGLE

MP: TBC. 10am – 4pm. $40.
GS: 30. CD: 2 May. 

Take a spin around the island 
and discover romantic spots and 
hidden gems on this drive tour. 
You will discover new eating 
places and spend the day getting 
to know like-minded people. 

Price includes light refreshments.  

6 May (Sun) 
PULAU UBIN HERBS   
PLANTING TRIP
by CLIQUE WISE

Pulau Ubin. 9am  –  4pm. 
$138. GS: 20. CD: 1 May.

Calling all green thumbs! 
This session takes you to Pulau 
Ubin to get acquainted with 
the fl ora and fauna of 
the island followed 
by a plant-making 
workshop.

Price includes boat 
transfer, lunch and 
planting kit.

19 May (Sat)   
NIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY  
@ MARINA BAY & LASER SHOW 
by MY PERFECT LINK

Marina Bay. 7.30pm – 10pm. 
$35. GS:40. CD: 15 May. 

Stroll along Marina Bay and enjoy 
the evening breeze as you capture 
the night scene with your camera. 

Price includes refreshments. Bring 
your own camera (digital compact 
or DSLR) and tripod. 

1 May (Tue)
KENT RIDGE AND   
HORTPARK LOOP
PROFESSIONAL GUIDED HIKE 
by LOVE EXPRESS

HortPark. 3pm – 6.30pm. $39.
GS: 24. CD: 28 Apr. 

If you love getting close to nature, 
why not embark on this guided 
hike through the primary and 
secondary rainforest at Kent Ridge 
Park. Make new friends and learn 
more about the jungle ecosystem at 
this great outdoor experience.

20 May (Sun)
SHOT GUN    
by CLIQUE WISE

National Shooting Centre @ 
990 Old Choa Chu Kang Road. 
12.45pm – 4.30pm. $150. GS: 10. 
CD: 17 May.

Learn to shoot like a pro. Qualifi ed 
instructors will coach you and 
your new friends on fi rearm safety, 
breathing techniques, trigger control 
and stances. 

Price includes all safety gear, 
targets, 35 rounds of ammunition 
and complimentary transport from 
Clementi MRT to Rifl e Range.
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GSS promotion! Please refer to 
www.loveexpress.com.sg for details. 

27 May (Sun) 
GO KOREAN! @ SARANG  
by MY PERFECT LINK

Sarang @ Orchard Central.
12.30pm –  3.30pm. $40.  
GS: 40. CD: 22 May. 

Sup on delicious Korean cuisine 
as you make new friends over 
interactive games. 

Price includes a three-course meal. 

31 May (Thu)
GROUP DATE DINNER   
@ HAKATA IKKOUSHA
by SINGLES MINGLE 

Hakata Ikkousha @ TripleOne 
Somerset #02-15. 7pm – 9.30pm. 
$42. GS: 28. CD: 28 May. 

Dine on authentic Japanese food as 
you connect with a group of new 
friends at this lively noodle bar. 

Price includes a three-course 
dinner and drinks. 

GS: Group Size   CD: Closing Date   MP: Meeting Point   TBC: To Be Confi rmed

MoviePartyTravelDiningGame NatureEnrichment DatingMuseumSports

27 May (Sun) 
CROON A LOVE SONG  
by CHAMPAGNE JSG

Clarke Quay. 2pm – 6pm. $55. 
GS: 18. CD: 23 May. 

In this ‘blind-singing’ event, ladies are 
asked to pick partners based on their 
voices. Each pair will then compete 
in a talent contest to win prizes! 
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12 May (Sat) 
SLOW SPEED DATING  
OVER WESTERN 
SET LUNCH 
by LOVE EXPRESS

Raffl es Place. 11.30am – 2pm. 
$49. GS: 24. CD: 9 May. 

Speed date at a relaxing pace and 
enjoy a sumptuous western set 
lunch, mingle with like-minded 
and interesting new friends and 
have a jolly good time. 

Price includes set lunch.

6 May (Sun) 
TEDDY BEAR WORKSHOP   
by LOVE EXPRESS

VivoCity. 3pm – 5pm. $49. 
GS: 24. CD: 2 May. 

Make your own stuffed 
bear with other teddy bear 
enthusiasts at this bear-
making workshop. 

Price includes materials, 
a bear costume 
and a personalised 
certifi cate. 

<< 18 May (Fri)
DINNER MATES   
@ SUGAR N’ SPICE 
by SINGLES MINGLE 

Sugar N’ Spice @ 460 Alexandra 
Road, Alexandra Retail Centre 
#02-19. 7pm – 9.30pm. $45. 
GS: 30. CD: 15 May. 

Come and savour good food in an 
intimate setting with new friends.

Price includes dinner and 
free fl ow of drinks. 

<< 5 May (Sat) 
SPARKLING WINE &   
CHOCOLATE PAIRING 
by CLIQUE WISE

Wine Mansion @ 20 Keong Saik 
Road. 7.30pm – 9.30pm. $60. 
GS:15. CD: 2 May.

Meet new like-minded friends 
and learn the fi ner points on 
matching Italian Prosecco with 
a variety of chocolate.

Meet new like m
and learn the fi n
matching Italian
a variety of choc

GSS promotion! Please refer to 
www.loveexpress.com.sg for details. 
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24 Jun (Sun) 
LASER COMBAT  
CHALLENGE
by MY PERFECT LINK

Sembawang Adventure Camp. 
10am –  1pm. $45. GS: 40. 
CD: 19 Jun. 

This adrenaline-pumping game puts 
to test one’s ability to coordinate, 
strategise and execute an 
effective game plan while trying to 
accomplish a mission.  

Price includes lunch. 

<< 16 Jun (Sat) 
LOBSTER BISQUE  
COOKING
by CLIQUE WISE

Cornerstone @ 1380 Ang Mo 
Kio Ave 1. 3.30pm – 6.30pm. 
$75. GS: 24. CD: 13 Jun.

Learn how to whip up a tasty 
lobster bisque to impress your date! 
This cooking class is conducted 
by Le Cordon Bleu-trained chef 
Yeo Kian Tong. 

Price includes a cooking 
demonstration and free fl ow of 
soft drinks.

23 Jun (Sat)
CANOE POLO  
ORIENTATION
by THE DATING LOFT

Pandan Reservoir. 3pm – 5pm. 
$69. GS: 22. CD: 20 Jun. 

Played in swimming pools or on 
fl at stretches of water, canoe polo 
is an exhilarating water sport not 
for the faint-hearted! Team up with 
new friends as you paddle to score 
goals in a net suspended 2m above 
the water. 

23 Jun (Sat)
PASIR RIS MANGROVE  
AND KITCHEN GARDEN HIKE 
by LOVE EXPRESS

Pasir Ris MRT station. 3pm – 
5.30pm. $39. GS: 24. CD: 20 Jun. 

Get close to nature as you learn about 
the rich biodiversity of the local 
rainforest and mangroves. 

Price includes a professional guide.

7 Jun (Thu) 
GROUP DATING  
@ CRYSTAL CAFE
by SINGLES MINGLE

Crystal Café @ 131 Killiney 
Road. 7pm – 9.30pm. $35. 
GS: 40. CD: 4 Jun. 

Feeling shy about meeting 
new friends? Fret not. 
Come join us for dinner in 
a relaxed atmosphere and 
make new friends in a 
cosy environment. 

Price includes 
three-course dinner.  

3 Jun (Sun) >>
SING WITH ME  
by MY PERFECT LINK

NUSS Graduate Club @ Suntec 
City. 3pm – 7pm. $40. GS: 40. 
CD: 29 May. 

Perhaps the way to love starts 
with a serenade. Hone your 
singing skills and meet 
like-minded singles at this 
karaoke session. 

Price includes two drinks 
and snacks. 

ENRICH YOUR LIFE

To register for event(s):
• Log on to www.sdn.sg; or
• Contact the relevant event organiser (details on p48).

Event details are correct at time of print. For a complete listing of events/
activities organised by SDN’s partners, please log on to www.sdn.sg

GSS promotion! Please refer to 
www.loveexpress.com.sg for details. 

GSS promotion! Please refer to 
www.loveexpress.com.sg for details. 

JU
N

E 16 Jun (Sat)
BATAM GUIDED  
DAY TOUR 
by LOVE EXPRESS 

Harbourfront Terminal. 
8am – 5pm. $99. GS: 24. 
CD: 13 Jun.  

Explore Batam with a guided 
city tour. This daytrip includes 
a shopping trip to the island’s 
popular shopping centres and a 
hearty seafood lunch. 

Price includes lunch, return 
ferry, all land transfers and 
guided city tour of Batam.
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9 Jun (Sat) 
DRINK & MOVIE OLE!  
by MY PERFECT LINK

NUSS Graduate Club @ Suntec 
City. 4pm – 7pm. $30. GS:40. 
CD: 5 Jun. 

Expand your circle of friends 
over drinks, a movie and a 

round of games. 

Price includes a 
movie ticket, free 
fl ow of soft drinks 
and juices. 

16 Jun (Sat) 
RIDE THE WAVES  
by CHAMPAGNE JSG 

MP: TBC. 6pm – 10pm. $240. 
GS: 14. CD: 13 Jun.  

Enjoy the cool sea breeze while 
indulging in a relaxing dinner in the 
company of new friends as you sail 
in style on a yacht.

Price includes yacht ride, dinner 
and wine. 

30 Jun (Sat) 
CITY GLOW—  
PROFESSIONAL 
NETWORKING PARTY
by CLIQUE WISE

The Bank Bar @ One Shenton 
Way, #01-01. 7.30pm – 9.30pm. 
$45. GS: 60. CD: 27 Jun.

Celebrate the weekend at this 
sophisticated bar as you chill out 
over drinks and network with new 
found friends. 

Price includes a drink. 

GS: Group Size   CD: Closing Date   MP: Meeting Point   TBC: To Be Confi rmed

MoviePartyTravelDiningGame NatureEnrichment DatingMuseumSports

29 Jun (Fri) >>
ORIENTATION!  
by SINGLES MINGLE

The Arts House @ 1 Old 
Parliament Lane. 7pm – 9.30pm. 
$50. GS: 50. CD: 26 Jun.

Come and meet new friends at this 
event that brings together singles 
from all walks of life. Participants 
will go on a guided tour of the 
Old Parliament House and enjoy 
a delicious buffet spread. 

All participants will 
receive a year’s 
Premium Membership 
to Singles Mingle. 

9 Jun (Sat)
CHURROS APPRECIATION   
WORKSHOP
by THE DATING LOFT 

Via Mar @ Singapore Art Museum, 
71 Bras Basah Road. 3pm –  5pm. 
$59. GS: 22. CD: 6 Jun.

Learn about the popular Spanish snack 
as the chef at Via Mar shares his secret 
recipe for making delicious churros. 

Price includes coffee/tea and high tea. 

10 Jun (Sun)
JAPANESE HIGH TEA  
@ CLARKE QUAY
by CLIQUE WISE

Watami @ 6 Eu Tong Sen Street, 
The Central, #03-82. 3.30pm – 
6pm. $49. GS: 28. CD: 7 Jun.

Indulge in a spread of classic Japanese 
favourites as you make new friends. 

Price includes green tea and a 
variety of Japanese cuisine.

22 Jun (Fri)
SPEED DATING DINNER  
@ VERITA CAFE
by SINGLES MINGLE

Verita Café @ 308 Tanglin Road, 
Phoenix Park. 7pm – 9.30pm. $45.  
GS: 28. CD: 19 Jun.

Get to know new people at this 
exciting speed dating session 
accompanied by a three-course dinner. 
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Champagne JSG offers dating services 
ranging from pre-date preparation, 
group dating events, exclusive date 
matching to relationship workshops. 

  6838-0298
  317 Outram Road, 
#02-36, Concorde 
Shopping Centre 
(Holiday Inn Atrium) S169075

  enquiry@champagnejsg.com
  www.champagnejsg.com

Clique Wise organises a variety of fun 
and unique social events for singles 
to widen their social network and 
forge friendships. 

  9380-1280 (Jackiey)
  My Mail Box 888836, 
S919191

  register@wow-her.com.sg
  www.cliquewise.sg

Brought to you by the team from 
Lunch Actually, Eteract.com is the 
pioneer of online speed dating in Asia. 
Meet singles in the comfort of your 
own home using video, audio or 
even text messages.

  9 Penang Road, #08-09, 
Park Mall S238459

  info@eteract.com
  www.eteract.com

OF SDNTRUST        ACCREDITED AGENCIES
listing

Love Express welcomes everyone who 
is serious about fi nding their special 
someone. They specialise in arranging 
fun and quality events, courses and 
pre-matched one-on-one dates.

  6823-1232
  Republic Plaza I, 9 Raffl es Place, 
Level 58, S048619 

  consultant@loveexpress.com.sg
  www.loveexpress.com.sg

Lunch Actually is Singapore’s premier 
dating company that screens your 
dates, coordinates and confi rms the 
meet-up. Get acquainted over lunch, 
coffee or after-work drinks. 

  6532-0010
  9 Penang Road, #08-09, 
Park Mall S238459

  sg@lunchactually.com
  www.lunchactually.com

My Perfect Link offers personalised 
dating services and group dating events. 
Date online at their bilingual dating 
website which offers computerised 
profi ling and personality matching. 

 6858-3197 / 9450-5808
 10 Anson Road, 
International Plaza, 
#26-04, Singapore 079903

 events@myperfectlink.com
  www.myperfectlink.com

Singles Mingle offers a range 
of holistic services that includes 
events and activities, matchmaking, 
pre-marital programmes, 
solemnisation, and more.

 6726-9856
 Jurong Point Post Offi ce, 
PO Box 092, S916404

 admin@singlesmingle.sg
 www.singlesmingle.sg

Enjoy pre-event and image 
consultation, and small-group dinners 
matched and hosted by Dating Loft’s 
experienced consultants. Their online 
portal, GetThemDates.com, also 
organises events and allows you 
to play Cupid for yourself and 
your friends!

 6557-2440
 47B Circular Road, S049402
 enquiry@thedatingloft.com
 www.thedatingloft.com

VivaOne hopes to impart useful 
life skills to singles, along with 
professionally facilitated networking 
opportunities.

 8223-8895
 VBox 882355, S919191
 events@vivaone.com.sg
  www.vivaone.com.sg
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1. When your partner loses his/her temper over a small 
issue, you should…
a) Lose your cool and tell him/her off
b) Keep quiet and bear the brunt of his/her temper 
c) Walk away and wait for him/her to calm down before 

revisiting the issue

2. When was SDN’s mega singles event Date to be 
Different held? 
a) 14 February 2012 
b) 11 February 2012 
c) 6 February 2012 

3. According to lifestyle coach Lionel Lim, people who are 
on the heavier side should opt for…
a) Tight-fi tting clothes that hug the body
b) Clothes that skim the body and do not restrict movements 
c) Loose-fi tting clothes to hide the body shape

4. In this issue’s “It’s a Match”, Jackie Goh proposed to his 
wife-to-be Mint Leong at… 
a) Singapore Zoological Gardens 
b) Sungei Buloh Nature Park
c) East Coast Park 

5. Which of the following are NOT traits of a serial dater?
a) They seek a life partner when they are ready to settle down 
b) They love dating but rarely progress into relationships 
c) They are charming and stand out from the crowd

Readers Quiz

Congratulations to our winners!

DUET READERS QUIZ RESULTS (JAN – MAR 2012)

1) Lim Boon Kiat SXXXX136I
2) Cheng Chek Lim SXXXX764I
3) Loy Shun Ting SXXXX165J
4) Chue Peck Har Danielle SXXXX831G
5) Wan Wee Ching SXXXX856G

Read DUET and stand to win Golden Village 
movie gift vouchers. There are fi ve pairs to be won! 

You’ve won

$20
worth of

CapitaVouchers

Send your answers to the quiz, 
with your name, IC, contact 
number and address to 
chua_hwee_khoon@mcys.gov.sg 
(Subject: DUET Readers Quiz). 

CLOSING DATE: 
1 May 2012
*Terms & Conditions Apply

This quiz is open only to DUET 
readers who are in SDN’s database. 
To be part of the wide network of 
SDN, sign up at www.sdn.sg and 
enjoy access to information on 
events, dating resources and other 
online functions.

Note: Winners will be notifi ed via email.
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